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Navy's    air    technical    train-
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nation's    prime    defense    in-
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REAR  ADMIRAL  M.   H.   TUTTLE
Chief   of   Naval   Air   Technical   Training
q}if ehaune  efrifdearul
Regardless  of   your   particular  duty   assignment,   you   are   an   essential
and  important  member  of  a  great  team.    Our  mission,  simply  stated,  is  to
train   personnel   for   effective   performance   in   the   Fleet.     This   mission   has
been   performed   here   for   nearly   twenty-five   years  with   outstanding   eff i-
ciency,  requiring  the  peak  performance  from  instructors,  support  personnel
and  students  alike.
Due  to  the  ever  increasing  complexity  of  weapon  systems,  the   need
for  highly  skilled  technicians  of  all   branches  has  never  been  greater.    The
Navy  needs  men  who  are  not  only  highly  trained  technically,  but  also  who
are   highly   motivated   to  serve  the   nation   by  the   spirit  of   dedication   and
leadership   imparted   by  this  Command.
You  will  find  the  Memphis  area  an  agreeable  and  charming  environ-
ment where  the  famed  Southern  hospitality  is  very  much  in  evidence.   +Those
serving   here  before  you   have  earned  the  respect  and  warm  friendship  of
this   fine   civilian   community.     Do   your   best  to   deserve   and   improve   that
relationship   by   obeying   the   laws,   customs,   and   traditions  which   you   will
find  are  dictated   by  good  sense  and  impartiality.    I  especially  invite  your
attention  to  the  necessity  of  highway  traffic  safety.
Altogether   your  tour   of  duty  here   is   a   great  challenge.    The   Navy
counts   upon   you   to   contribute   your   best  efforts.    Make   the   team   better
because  you  are  a  member.    You  can  depend  upon  my  full  support  at  all
time.
M.   H.   TUTTLE
Rear  Admiral,  U.   S.  Navy
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ADMINISTRATION    BUILDING    (S-1)
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The  Chief  of  Naval  Air  Technical  Training,  with
headquarters   at   NAS  Memphis,   directs   a   vast  tech-
nical  training  program  with  schools  and  detachments
located  in  many  states.  In  fact,  this  far  flung  "camp-
us"  extends  I.rom  the  rock-bound  coast of Maine  to  the
sunny  shores  of  Oahu.
The  eight  subordinate  commands  each  year  train
32,000  technicians  in  the  resident  schools  and  110,000 in
the  field  schools.
The   Naval  Air  Technical   T`raining   Command   is
one  of  four  functional  commands  under  the  Chief  of
Naval  Air  Training.   The  other  three  are  Naval  Air
Basic,   Advanced,   and   Reserve   Training.
Duties  of the  staff of the  Chief of Naval Air  Tech-
nical   Training   involve   supervision   and   coordination,
research  and  analysis,  planning  and  inspection  of  all
activities   of   the   subordinate   training   centers,   units
and  supporting  air  stations.
Training  in  the   "Group  IX"   ratings,   in   addition
to  the  schools  of  NATTC  Memphis  described  later  in
this  book,  is  conducted  at  Jacksonville,  Fla.;   Glynco,
Ga. ;  Lakehurst,  N.J. ;  and  Pensacola  Fla.  The  training
covers  aviation  electricity,  tower  control,  ground  con-
trolled    approach,    parachute    rigging,    and    survival
equipment,  photography,  aviation mechanics,  catapults
and  arresting  gear,  aircraft  engines,  fuels,  ordnance,
aerography,   hydraulics,   structures,   electronics,   and
fire  control.
The   rapidly  increasing   complexity  of  our  weap-
ons  systems  requires  a  corresponding  increase  in  the
level  of  technical  training  and  capability  of  the  men
and  women  who  operate  and  maintain  the  equipment.
The  motto  of  the  Chief  of  Naval  Air  Technical  Train-
ing  is,  "There's  a  better  way  of  doing  it  -find  it!"
This  attitude,  with  the  emphasis  on  progress  and  ef-
ficiency  points   the  way  for  the   program  that  keeps
Naval  aviation  in  top  combat  readiness.
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CAPT.  J.  A.  HOLMES
Commanding  Officer
Naval  Air  Station,  Memphis
The  Naval  Air  Station,  Memphis,   Tennessee,  has
an    allowance   of   approximately   1116    enlisted    men,
women  and  officers.  The Naval Air Station is the logis-
tic  and  support  activity  for  many  resident  commands
including  the  Chief  of  Naval  Air  Technical  Training,
Naval   Air   Technical   Training   Center,   Marine   Avia-
tion  Detachment,   Naval  Air  Reserve  Training  Unit,
Marine   Air   Reserve   Training   Unit,   and   Naval   Air
Maintenance   Training   Group.
This  year,  the  Naval  Air  Station,  Memphis,  Ten-
nessee,   celebrates  its  25th  anniversary.
The  Naval  Air  Station  as  it  is  known  today  was
first  officially  commissioned  as  a  Naval  Reserve  Air
Base,   15   September   1942.   Its   primary   responsibility
was  to  train   aviation  cadets  to  pilot  proficiency  for
action  in  World  War  11.  NRAB  was  first  officially  des-
ignated   a  Naval  Air  Station,   1  January  1943  and  en-
compassed  what  is  now  referred  to  as  the  Northside
with  its   administrative  buildings,   barracks   and   run-
ways.
The   concept  of  the  Naval  Air  Station,   Memphis
was  completely  changed April  1,  1949.  On this  date,  all
support  and  logistics  requirements  of  the  commands
aboard  the  Naval  reservation,  except  the  Naval  Hos-
pital,  were  assigned  as  responsibility  of  the  Naval  Air
Station.
Sometimes  referred to  as  a  "housekeeping"  activi-
ty,   the   stations   1,000   assigned   persons   perform   the
tasks   necessary   for   the   functions   of   a   city   of  14,000
working  civilian  and   military  personnel.
While  operating  a  big  city  airport,  the  station,  in-
volving  more  than  3,494  acres  of  land,  with  buildings
and  equipment  valued  at  more  than  $75  million  also
handles  a  payroll  o±.  about  $56  million.
During  this  our  anniversary  year,  there  will  be  a
number  of  planned  events  to  celebrate  the  occasion.
You  are  cordially  invited  to  join  us  in  this  salute  to  25
years  service  to  the  nation  and  free  world.
MEDICAL   DEPARTMENT
The   Naval  Air   Station  Dispensary   is  located   in
Building  N-22,  and  operates  on  a  24-hour,  7-day  week
basis,   furnishing  the  following  services:
Military   Personnel
Complete  out-patient  medical  and  surgical  service
including  immunizations,  physical  examinations,   etc.,
is   furnished.   Those   personnel  who   requii.e   in-patient
care   are  transferred   to   the   U.   S.    Naval   Hospital,
Memphis,  for  treatment  and  disposition.  Routine  sick
call  hours   are  0700,   1230,   and  1800  daily,   Emergency
care  is  rendered  at  any  time  it  may  be  necessary.
Dependents
Dispensary   Medical   and   surgical   care   for   de-
pendents  of military personnel is  limited to humaritar-
ian  (emergency)   measures  only  and  all  types  of  im-
munizations.  All  other  medical  or  surgical  care  must
necessarily  be  obtained  through  the  U.  S.  Naval  Hos-
pital,   Memphis,   except  when    authorized   by   proper
directives   to   obtain   the   same    for   civilian    medical
sources  under  the  auspices  of the Dependents'  Medical
Care Act.  For  specific  information  concerning  the Act,
call  ext.   475   (Administrative  Officer  Medical  Depart-
ment,    Building   N-22).   Immunizations   are   given   at
Building  N-22  between  the  hours  of  1300-1500  on  Tues-
day,  Wednesday  and Thursday of each week.
Special   immunization   programs   are   announced
through  the  Plan  of  the  Day  and  the  Station  News-
paper.
ONE    OF    24    DENTAL    OPERATING     ROOMS     IN    DENTAL
BUILDING
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WEATHER   SERVICE   DIVISION                                                                                               CONTROL  TOWER
DENTAL   DEPARTMENT                                                                       State  of  readiness.   The   men   are   trained   and   are  in-
Military   persormel   reporting   to   Navy   Memphis     VOIved  in  Weekly  Practice  of  fire  fighting  in   aircraft
for  duty  are  requested  to  check  in  (and  out)  with  the     and  in  the  rescue  of  personnel.
¥eAr:££c:a:tna]ofD::natrat]mreenct6r:?Cated  fn  B]dg.   S-62'   for    cocr::n:€edsft`i:£ng±: :t:ua]:::e:n:sF:]ngdhtp:ET£:irets Da£Visa££:;
Personnel   desiring   dental   treatment   should   re.     flight  Schedule  involving  all  commands  based  here  ex-
Ph°rr:u:£r Fdr:::;1.  a£[%r c:±]a+g°a°t±oan?dp::;°e°n)t's #d%¥    ::£:d:Fees tE:Sf:[rgvhet r¥:it;Sr.emTeh£:s :fff]`oC:a[ =:ra£::::, pal::
given  Written  appointments  consistent  with  the  type  o[     those  in  School  at  nearby  colleges,  those  on  recruiting
treatment  required.                                                                            duty,   and  others  attached  to  remote  activities  in  the
Personnel   in   need   of   dental   treatment   are   re.     Vicinity  o£`  Memphis.   Proficiency,   administrative,  and
quested  to  report  promptly  at  the  above  hours.  |t  is     training  flights  are  scheduled  in  six  different  types  of
the   responsibility   of   each   patient   holding   a   written     aircraft.
appointment   to   report   at   the   designated   time   or   to              The  Department's  other  divisions  complete  a  far
Cancel   his   appointment   in   advance   by   calling   Ext.     flung  empire,  that  is  little  publicized  and located  in  re-
8100.                                                                                                                  mote   spots   on   the   station,   which   includes   the  photo-
The Dental Department  maintains  a  24-hour watch     8rap`hic   laboratory,   station   armory   and   ground   elec-
to  care  for  dental  emergencies.                                                   tronics  equipment.  The  Photographic  Division  provides
Dental  treatment  for  dependents  of  military  per-     coverage  for  all naval  activities  in the  Mid-South  area.
sonnel  is  not  authorized  at  Navy  Memphis.                            The   Weapons   Division   includes   the   station   armory,
OPERATloNS                                                                                          magazines,   and  firing  ranges,  supporting  all  local  ac-
The   Operations   Department   is   charged   with  the     tivities  Plus  numerous  other  commands  of  the  Depart-
responsibility   of  directing   and   controlling   air   traffic     ment  of  Defense  located  in  the  vicinity  of  Memphis.
departing and arriving the Naval Air Station, Memphis.     The  Ground   Electronics  Division  maintains   a  host  of
This   department   provides   services   for   both   locally.    navigation,  Communications,  and  meteorological  equip-
:]aasneffna::C£::fnt}sahnedsLr::tsi::t:;r[;£caes,S}asiaE£::;Sfd£:sf:;og±:EfinFt,£#d;:n8dtHeFGt:aAnsumni±ttterTSA:nAdN're?eT::r::na8fi
munications  With  FAA  Flight  Service.  The  convenient     Weather  radar.
location  of  Memphis   as   a   near   midpoint   in  the  con-
tinental  U.  S.  makes  it  an  ideal  stop  for  cross-country      AIRCRAFT   MAINTENANCE    DEPARTMENT
aircraft.   More  than   11,000   airplanes   Per  year,   Or   an               The  Aircraft  Maintenance  Department  is  located
average of 30 per  day,  transit the  Station.  This  location      on  the  east  side,  lower  deck  of  Hangar  N-126  with  ad-
has   also   resulted   in   NAS   Memphis   being   designated      ditional  shops  (Aviator's  Equipment)  in  Bldg.  N-9  and
primary  refuge  base  for  aircraft  from  the  Pensacola      (Ground  Support  Equipment)  in  Bldg.  N-12.
Training  Command.                                                                                    The   Department   furnishes   intermediate   mainte-
All   service   is   provided   in   a   courteous,   efficient     nance  to  all  tenant  activities  and  organizational  main-
manner  with  duty  stations  manned  24  hours  per  day.     tenance  for  all  station  aircraft  and  about  1200  visiting
The  Air  Traffic  Control  Branch  provides  the  facility     aircraft  each  month.
for  the  actual  communications  with  aircraft,   and  re-              Assigned   aircraft   include   transports,   single   and
lays   the   instructions   to   them   originated   by   the   Air     twin  engine  trainers,  and  single  engine  jet  trainers  to
Traffic  Section,  Flight Service,  or Memphis  Air Traffic     meet  the  needs  of  up  to  200  pilots  stat,ioned  at  NATTC
Control.    The    Ground    Controlled    Approach    Branch,     Schools,   0le   Miss,    Vanderbilt,    and   other   activities
GCA  Unit  No.  27,  operates  the  electronic  (radar)   air-     without  flight  facilities   of  their  own.   Transient  pilots
craft  instrument  landing   guidance  control   system.   A     find   NAS   Memphis   a   convenient   place   for   aircraft
Navigation   Branch   provides   charts,   publications   and     servicing  and  for  remedy  of  aircraft  troubles  encount-
navigation  equipment.                                                                          ered   while   away   from   home   base.   The   1200  visiting
A  ready  crash  and  rescue  party  is  available  at  all     craft  each  month,   of  all  types,   models,  and  services,
times  when  aircraft  are  taking  off  or  landing.  These     provide,  for  NAS  Memphis  Maintenance  men,   experi-
men   and   the   equipment   they   use   are   in   a   constant     ence  truly  exceptional  in  scope  and  variety.
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ENLISTED   CAPEHART   HOUSING
OFFICER'S   CAPEHART   HOUSING
HOUSING   INFORMATION
Public  Quarters
Married   Officers`   Quarters
There  are  129  quarters  available  for  assignment
by   the   Commanding   Officer   Naval   Air   Station   (114
quarters)   and   the   Commanding   Officer,   U.S.   Naval
Hospital   (15   quarters)   to   incoming   officers   who   are
reporting  for   a   normal  tour   of   shore  duty.   Officers
who   occupy   public   quarters   forfeit   their   BAQ.   Of-
ficers   who   desire   base  housing   should   contact   their
personnel   or   Administrative   Officer   for   information
on  assignment  to  quarters.
Married   Enlisted   Men's   Quarters
There  are  869  quarters  available  for  assignment
to  incoming   married   enlisted  personnel  who   are  re-
porting  for  a  normal  tour  of  shore  duty.  Applications
are   accepted   by  the   Housing   O££ice,   Building   S-236,
I.ron  men  in  pay  gI`ades  E-4 with  seven  years  service
through  E-9.  Assignment  to  public  quarters  is  based
on  seniority  and  date  of  application.  All  married  en-
listed  personnel  may  occupy  public  quarters,  but  en-
listed  personnel  in  the  lower  pay  grades  will  be  as-
signed   to   such   quarters   only   after   the   housing   re-
quirement   for   senior,   eligible   personnel  is   satisfied.
Enlisted  men who  occupy  public  quarters  forfeit  their
BAQ.
NOTE:   Sufficient,   adequate   public   quarters   are
available  on  the   station;   therefore,   all  permanently-
assigned,  married  personnel  are  urged  to  contact  the
Housing   Office,   Building   S-236,   before   making   any
firm  commitments  for  civilian housing in  the  area.  0£-
rice  hours  are  from  0800  to  1630  Monday  through  Fri-
day.
Trailer   Spaces
There  are  94  trailer  spaces  available  for  assign-
ment  to  personnel  (of.£icer  and  enlisted)  by  the  Hous-
ing  O±fice,   Building  S-236.   Assignments   are  based  on
date   of  application.   Waiting  lists  are  maintained  by
the  Housing`  Office.
COMPTROLLER    DEPARTMENT
The   Comptroller   Department   is   located   on   the
second  deck  of  Bldg.  S-96,  directly  south  of  the  Navy
Exchange.  The  Comptroller Department  is  responsible
for budgeting,  Internal Review  and Auditing,  Program
Performance    and    Analysis,    Accounting    Disbursing
Services.  Accounting  and  disbursing  services  are  pro-
vided  to  all  tenant  activities  at  Navy  Memphis.
DATA  PROCESSING  DEPARTMENT
The   Data   Processing   Department   is   located   on
the  first  deck  of  Bldg.  S-96  directly  south  of  the  Navy
Exchange.
Automatic  Data  Processing  services  are  provided
to   a.Il   tenant   activities,   utilizing   an   electronic   com-
puter   with   a   high-speed   print   unit   and   stored   core
storage   memory.   The  functions   accomplished  on  the
data   processing   system   and   the   related   electric   ac-
counting  equipment  cover  a  wide  range  of  key-punch
and verification work,  interpretation,  sorting,  collating,
reproducing,     computing,     tabulations,     and    listings.
These  functions  involve  areas  such  as  Stock  Control,
Financial   Inventory   Reports,   3M   reports,   scholastic
records,   cost  reporting,   maintenance  reports,   and  of
special  interest  to  all,  the  civilian  and  military  pay-
ro]ls   and   checks,   since   all   personnel   are   paid   by
checks   prepared   on   the   data   processing   equipment.
The department performs  many other  services  to vari-
ous  assigned  units  at  the  Navy  Memphis  activities.
DISBURSING
The  disbursing  office  is   located  topside  in  Bldg.
S-96.   All  Navy  Memphis   commands   are  paid  by  the
Naval   Air   Station   disbursing   office.   Payments   are
made  by  check  bi-weekly  on  Thursdays.
Special  pay  should  only  be  requested  in  cases  of
extreme  emergency  and  must  be  approved  by  the  di-
vision   and   the   enlisted   personnel   officer.   Allotments
may  be  registered  between 0900  and  1615  each working
day   except   the   Monday   and   Tuesday  preceding   the
Thursday  payday.
Travel  claims  may  be  submitted  on  any  working
day  between  0900  and  1615.   Dependent  travel  claims
may  be  submitted  on  any  working  day  between  0900
and  1615  after  dependents  have  performed  their  travel
and  have  established  a  bonafide  residence.  All  travel
claims  will normally be paid at the time of submission.
Personnel reporting for permanent duty at Navy Mem-
phis  must  submit  their  travel  claim  within  15  days  if
they  drew  advance  travel  pay.
NATTC  VOLUNTEER   BAND
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SECURITY   DEPARTMENT   ACTIVITIES   (FROM  TOP   LEFT   CLOCKWISE):     REGISTRATION    AT    MAIN     GATE,     SHORE
PATROL,   COUNSELING  AT   BRIG   AND   CRASH   TRUCK
SECURITY   DEPARTMENT
The  Security  Department  is  composed  of  five  di-
visions:  Administrative,  Police,  Brig,  Shore  Patrol  and
the  Structural  and  Aircraft  Fire  Divisions.  The  Secur-
ity   Office  is   located   in  Building   S-2   adjacent  to  the
main   gate,   WILLIS   Gate.   Administrative   hours   are
from  0800  to  1630  Monday  through  Friday.  The  Police
Patrols  and  Gate  Guards  operate  24 hours  a  day.
Police   Division
The   station   police   constantly   patrol   the   station,
Navy  Road  from  the  eastern  city  limits  of  Millington
to   Bethuel   Road   east  of  the   Station,   and  encourage
and   promote   safe   driving  habits.   Station   police   are
authorized  to  issue  traffic  tickets  to  violators  of traffic
regulations.
Parking
Specific  areas  and  spaces  have  been  reserved  for
vehicles  of  personnel  occupying  certain  billets  (job  as-
signments).  All non-rated  personnel  through  pay  grade
E-3  including  married  personnel  on  commuted  rations
are  required to park in  parking lot  #50 located  outside
Willis  Gate.  Non-rated  personnel  meeting  the  require-
ments  for  parking  in  lot  #50  may  drive  their  vehicles
aboard  the  station  at  any  time  but  are  limited  to  one
AT  OPERATIONS.
hour  parking  areas  including  recreation  areas,   Navy
Exchange  and  Commissary.  The  parking  lot  west  of
the  main  gate  is   reserved  for  visitors  parking  only.
License  numbers  are  recorded  daily.  Vehicles  illegally
parked  in  excess  of time limit are towed by a  commer-
cial  towing  company  at the  vehicle  owner's  expense.
Administrative   Division
The  Administrative  Division  of  Security  registers
all  vehicles,  pets  and  firearms.  Requirements  for  reg-
istering  a  vehicle  to  obtain  a  station  decal  are:
Proof  of  ownership-Title  or -Bill  of Sale
Certificate  of  automobile  registi.ation
Valid  Driver's  License
Current  vehicle  inspection  sticker..   (Personnel  re-
porting   aboard  should  have  their  vehicle  in-
spected  at  Transportation,  Bldg.  S-9,  prior  to
applying  for  a  decal  at  Security.)  Active  duty
personnel  having  a  current  vehicle  inspection
sticker  from  the  Naval  Air  Station  are  not  re-
quired   to   purchase   a   City   Sticker   from   or
have   their   vehicle   inspected   by   the   City   of
Memphis.
Liability  Insurance  ($10,000,  $20,000  and $5,000 min-
imum).  Restrictive  driver  type  endorsements
not  acceptable.
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The  State  of  Tennessee  has  ruled  that  any  state
license  plate  on vehicles  of  service personnel  on  active
duty  will be honored  if it  is  valid  in  the  state  in which
it  was  issued.  Other  than  Tennessee  license  plates  will
be   honored   on   vehicles   of   civilians   only   so   long   as
they  apply  to  the  laws  of  the  state.
FIREARMS:   O££icers   may  have  firearms  on  the
station  provided  such firearms  are  stowed  in  a  secure
place.  Enlisted  personnel  must  register  firearms  with
the   Security   Officer.   Personnel   occupying   quarters
may  keep  their  firearms  in  their  quarters.  Personnel
living  in  barracks  must  place  firearms  in  the  Station
Armory  for  safekeeping.  Information necessary to reg-
ister   firearms   at   Security   is:   Type,   manufacturer,
caliber,  and  serial  number.
PETS:   Pets   are  not   allowed   aboard  the   station
unless    registered   with   Security.    Application   forms
may  be  obtained  at  Security.  At  time  of  application,
proof  of  rabies  inoculation  for  dogs  six  months  of  age
or  over  must  be  furnished.  Identification  tags  are  is-
sued  to  pets  registered.
The   Photo   Lab   of   the   Administrative   Division
takes  photographs  for  military identification  cards  and
issues    the    Uniformed    Services    Identification    and
Privilege  Cards   for  dependents.   Applications   for  the
dependents'    cards   must   be   processed   through   the
cognizant  personnel  office  prior  to  application  for  the
card  at  Security.
Station   Regulations
The   following   excerpts   from  station   regulations
are  listed  for  informational  value,  especially  for  per-
sonnel   reporting   aboard:
The  maximum  speed  limit  aboard  the  station  is
25  miles  per  hour.  Lower  speed  limits  are  posted.  The
speed  limit  approaching  any  gate  and  in  parking  lots
is  10  miles  per  hour.
All  numbered  parking  spaces  are  reserved  from
0630  to  1700  each  day  unless  otherwise  marked  for  24-
hour  periods.  Vehicles  may  be  parked  only  in  desig-
nated  parking  areas  and  spaces.  The  parking  lot  west
of  the  main  gate  is  reserved  for  visitor  parking  only.
License  numbers  are  recorded  daily.  Vehicles  illegally
parked  or  parked in  excess  of the  time limit  are towed
by  a  commercial  towing  company  at  the  vehicle  own-
er's  expense.
Vehicle  inspections  are  required  three  times  per
year.  Inspections  are  made  at  Transportation,  Build-
ing  S-9.  Issuing  and  expiration  periods  are  as  follows:
No.  1  sticker-Issued  from  1  January  through  30
April  (Valid  through  31  August)
No.  2  sticker-Issued    from    1    May   through   31
August  (Valid  through  31  Dec.)
No.  3  sticker-Issued  from   1  September  through
31  Dec.   (Valid  through  30  April)
Officers,   enlisted   personnel   E-5   and   above,   and
personnel  living  in  public  quarters  may  notify  the  Se-
curity   Department  of  the  names   of  expected   guests
and  the  estimated  time  of  arrival.  Such  g.uests  will  be
permitted  to  enter  the  station  unaccompanied.  Guests
remaining  aboard  for  three  or  more  days  should  be
accompanied  to  Security  by  the  military  sponsor  for
necessary  passes.
Personnel   of   the   Armed   Forces   of   the   United
States  when  in  an  active  duty  status  may  possess  and
transport private  cameras  on  the  station.  Photographs
may  be  taken  only  in  the  areas  adjacent  to  officers'
messes,  public  quarters,  trailer  courts,  barracks  and
outdoor   athletic   fields,   unless   speci±.ically   aut.horized
to  the  contrary  by  the  Commanding  OI.ficei`.
This  office  takes  and  maintains  records  of  finger-
prints  of  all  civilian  employees  aboard  the  station  and
also  provides  a  lost  and  found  service.
Investigative   Branch
The  Investigative  Branch  of  the  Security  Depart-
ment is  responsible for the conducting of local criminal
investigations  involving  naval  or  civilian  personnel  at
naval  activities  in  the  Memphis   area.   The  investiga-
tions  are  conducted  for  the  purpose  of  obtaining  facts
surrounding  an  incident,  or  allegation,  upon  which  re-
sponsible  officers  or  agencies  can  base  a  course  of  ac-
tion.   Liaison   with  federal   and   local   civilian   law   en-
forcement  agencies  is  maintained  through  this  office.
Structural   and   Aircraft  Fire   Division
The  Fire Department  consists of a  Structural Fire
Branch  and  a  Crash  Fire  and  Rescue  Branch.
The  Structural  Fire  Branch  provides  fire  protec-
tion  for  all  Navy  Memphis  and  through  a  mutual  aid
agreement  renders  assistance  to  the  City  of  Milling-
ton,   Tennessee,   when  needed.   The  branch  also   con-
ducts  a  continuous  fire  prevention  program.
The  Crash  Fire  and  Rescue  Branch  performs  air-
craft  firefighting  and  rescue  operations  for  all  Navy
Memphis.
TRAFFIC    SAFETY
The  Secretary  of  the  Navy  directs  that  each  sta-
tion  conduct  an  OPERATION  DRIVESAFE   Program
to   reduce  the  number   of  traffic   accidents   involving
military  personnel.  These  accidents  deplete  manpower
resources,  drain  millions  of  dollars  from  the  govern-
ment  annually  in  hospitalization  and  insurance  costs,
and  cause  untold  human   suffering.
Procedure   for   Reporting   Accidents
a.  Motor   vehicle   accidents,   government   or   pri-
vate,  occurring  aboa7.d  the  staLtto7L  will  be  reported  to
the  Security  CPOW,  ext.  669.
b.  Gotjer7t,meat  motor  vehicle  accidents  occurring
off  the  stat{o7t  will  be  reported  to  the  NAS  00D,  ext.
500.
c.  For analysis  and record purposes,  military per-
sonnel  involved  in  p7.tt7ote  motor  vehicle  accidents  oc-
curring  off  the  stot6o7L  will  report  the  accident  to  the
NAS   Traffic   Safety   O££icer,   Building   S-2,   ext.   8348,
within  24 hours  or  on  the next  regular  work day.  This
office  also  assists  personnel  in  the  completion  of  acci-
dent  reports  required  by  the  State  o£  Tennessee.
The  operator  will  report  accident  occurrences  to
his immediate  supervisor.  He will not leave  or disturb
the  scene  of  the  accident  by  moving  vehicles  or  rna-
terials  unless  such  constitute  a  fire  or  safety  hazard.
STATION  BRIG
The  Station  Brig  is  located  in  Building  S-143.
SHORE  PATROL
The  Shore  Patrol  Headquarters  is  located  in  Ellis
Auditorium  (City  Auditorium)  in  downtown  Memphis.
They  are  available  to  render  assistance  to  all  military
personnel.
SUPPLY   DEPARTMENT
The  Supply  Department  provides  Supply  Support
Services  to  all  activities  at  NAS  Memphis.  The  Supply
Office  is  located  in  Bldg.   N-11.   The  Supply  Duty  0±.-
ficer  may  be  contacted  in  Bldg.  N-11  or  by  telephone
at  Ext.  618  at  all  times  for  information  or  assistance.
The  Commissary  Division,  Clothing  and  Small  Stores
Retail Store,  and the Household Goods Branch are part
of  the  Supply  Department  Services.
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Food  Service   Division
The  Food  Service  Division  operates  on  a  24-hour,
7-day  per  week  basis  to  serve  meals  to  all  authorized
enlisted  personnel  from  the  various  commands  housed
aboard as well as flight lunches  and meals to organized
groups.  The  division  utilizes  two  galleys,  a  bake  shop
and  a  butcher  shop.  Services  or  information  may  be
obtained  by  contacting  the  Food  Service  Officer,  Ext.
313,   or  the  Chief  of  the  Watch,   Galley   #3,   Ext.  335.
The   Food  Service  Division  spaces   are  located  in  the
following  buildings :
Food  service  office                                            S-6
Galley  #3  (Seating`  Capacity  1000)               S-237
Galley  #1  (Marine  Galley,  seating
capacity  1100)                                                     S-56
Bake  shop                                                                 S-76
Butcher  shop                                                        S-5
Cold  storage  plant                                             S-5
Dry  Provisions  Storeroom                                S-242
The   meal  hours   in  the  two  galleys   are  as  listed
below:
Mondau  through  FTkdau
Galley  #1
Breakfast
Dinner  (Watch  Standers)
Dinner  (Regular)
















SundcLeys   curd  HOLid,ags
and  #3
0515   to   0730
1030   to   1045
1030   to   1230
1630   to   1700
1630  to   1800
0515   to   0730
1030   to   1045
1030  to   1230
1630   to   1700
1630   to   1800
0700   to   1200
1600   to   1700
Clothing   and   Small   Stores
The  Clothing  and  Small  Stores   retail  store  is  lo-
cated  in  the  center  section  of  Bldg.  S-96.  The  store  is
operated  as  a  self-service  market  and  a  complete  line
of   normally   required   items   of   clothing   and   small
stores  is  carried  in  stock.  Special  sizes  of  clothing,  not
normally  stocked  in  the  store,  can  be  ordered  through
the  C&SS  office,  located  in  the  same  building.
The  hours   of  operation  of  the   Clothing  &  Small
Stores  retail  store  are  as  listed  below:
Tuesday   through   Friday                    1100  to  1700
Saturday                                                        0900  to  1200
Sundays,  Mondays  and  Holidays                Closed
Household   Goods   Branch   of   the   Supply   Department
The  Household  Goods  Branch  arranges  with  con-
ti`actors  for  packing,  unpacking,  storing  and  transpor-
tation   of   household   goods   for   authorized   personnel;
assists   personnel  in  filing   claims   for   reimbursement
of   shipping   costs   and   insures   collection   of   liability
statement  as  appropriate  before  shipment.
It   is    suggested   that    anyone   having   household
goods   or   personal   effects   shipped  into   the   Memphis
area   at  Government  expense,   contact  the  Household
Goods   Office   immediately   upon   their   arrival  to   ob-
tain   information   or   furnish   delivery   instructions   re-
garding  the  shipment.
The   office   is   located   in   the  north   end   of  Bldg.
S-242  and  information  may  be  obtained  by  visiting  the
office  or  telephoning  Ext.  420,   382,   or  441.   The  hours
of   operation   are   from   0800   to   1200   and   1300   to   1600
Monday  through  Friday.
PUBLIC   WORKS
The  Public  Works  Department  is  the  service  or-
ganization   responsible   for   repairs,   upkeep,   mainten-
ance,     alterations,     and     construction     of     buildings,
grounds,   structures,   and  utilities  on  the  station.  This
department  is  equipped  to  perform  the  major  portion
of  work  of  this  nature.   The  procedure  for  obtaining
services  shall  be  as  follows:
(a)  Telephone  calls  to  the  Public  Works  Trouble
Desk,  Bldg.  S-236,  Ext.  610,  may  be  made  at  any  time
of  the  day  or  night  to  obtain  the  services  of  a  repair
crew on items of emergency or urgent nature requiring
immediate  attention.  Calls  must be  limited to  bonafide
emergency  items  (such  as  broken  water  lines,  broken
windows,   inoperable  heating   systems,   etc.)   in   order
that  the  desk  may  not  be  burdened  by  requests  for
items  of  a  secondary  nature.
(b)   Requests    for    services,     except    emergency
work,  shall  be  submitted  to  the  Public  Works  Depart-
ment  on  the   Standard  work  request  form,   copies   of
which   are   available   from  the  Public  Works  Depart-
ment,  Bldg.  S-236.  These  requests  must  be  signed  by
an   authorized   person,   and   they   must   contain   coin-
plete   justification,   clear   description   of. the   work  de-
sired  and  sketches  if  appropriate.
TRANSPORTATION
A    fifteen    minute    bus    schedule    is    maintained
aboard,  and  buses  are  marked  North,  East  and  West.
These  buses  rendezvous  at  the  terminal  on  Fifth  Ave-
nue  for  the  purpose  of  transferring  passengers.  Radio
dispatched   vehicles   are   available   at   Ext.   289   or   418
I(`r  official  use.
Transportation   I.ron   the   Naval   Air   Station   to
Memphis   is   mostly   by   bus   or   by   automobile.   Ride
stations  are  outside  both  liberty  gates  on  Navy  Road
to  facilitate  sharing  rides  in  automobiles.  Bus  service
to   Memphis   is   supplied   by   a   commercial  bus   com-
pany.  Buses  leave  Memphis  and  NAS  throughout  the
day.   Faster   service   is   supplied   during   rush   hours.
This  same  bus  company  supplies 'bus  service  to  Mill-
ington,   Kerrville  Drummond,  Munford,   and  Giltedge,
Tenn.   For   information   on   schedules,   contact   Trans-
ports,  Inc.  203  South  Orleans  St.,  Memphis,  Phone  JA
6-4323  or  JA5-2224;   or,   in   case  of  emergency  contact
OOD  at  Ext.  500.
NAS  LEGAL  AND   DISCIPLINE   OFFICE
The   NAS   Legal   and   Discipline   Office   is   located
in  S-38.  Hours:  0800-1630,  Monday  through  Friday.  The
Discipline   Officer   assists   the   Commanding  Officer  in
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the  maintenance  of  good  order  and  discipline  aboard
the Naval Air  Station  and processes  all violators  of the
Uniform   Code  of  Military  Justice  for   appearance   at
Captain's   Mast   or   referral   to   a   Court-Martial.   The
Legal  Officer  is  primarily  responsible  for  handling  all
legal   matters   whether   civil   or   criminal   in   nature,
which   arise   within   the    command,   including   courts-
martial,   investigations,   legal  assistance    and   Notary
Public   service   I.or   military   personnel   and   their   de-
pendents  who  are  attached  to  the  Naval  Air  Station.
The  Legal  Office  is  headed  by  a  Commander  and  two
junior  officer  assistants  who  are  all  graduate  lawyers,
certified  for  their  legal  duties  by  the  Judge  Advocate
General  of  the  Navy.  Personnel  desiring  legal  assist-
ance   should   appear  in  person  or   call  extensions   376
or  378  for  an  appointment.
Other  Legal  Offices
The  Staff  Legal  Office,  staffed  by  a  Captain  and
two   junior   officers,   is   also   located   in   S-38.   Hours:
0800-1630,   Monday   through   Friday,   extensions   353   or
638.
The NATTC Legal Office,  staffed by a Commander
and  two  junior  officers,  is  also  located  in  S-38.  Hours:
0800-1630,   Monday   through  Friday,   extensions   392   or
484.
MASTER  AT  ARMS
The   Station  Master   at  Arms   Force   acts  in  the
capacity  as   special  assistants  to  the  NAS  Executive
Officer  and  consists  of  a  Chief  Master  at  Arms  and
such other Master at Arms  as  may be required for the
maintenance  of  good  order  and  discipline  and  are  re-
sponsible  for  the  enforcement  of  all  regulations   and
orders  duly  promulgated  by  the  Commanding  Officer.
The  Station Master  at Arms  maintains  a  barracks
for  the  berthing  of  personnel  in  a  disciplinary  status,
which  may  be  utilized  by  all  activities  based  aboard
this   station.   A  Lucky  Bag  is  provided  for  the   safe-
keeping  of  personal  property,   this  facility  may  also
be  used  for  the  storage  of  clothing  of  personnel  going
on  leave.  Clothing  which has  been properly  authorized
I.or  sale  or transfer is  accepted for  "D.C."  0800  to  1200
Mondays  and  Wednesdays  only.  All  unclaimed  or  dis-
carded   clothing   is   "D.C.'ed"   and   delivered   to   the
Navy  Relief  Thrift  Shop  for  sale.
Aboard   this   station  the  Master   at  Arms   DOES
NOT   conduct   Lucky   Bag   sales,   or   auction   off   dis-
chargees'   clothing.   The   sale   of  this   clothing  is   con-
ducted by the Navy  Relief Thrift Shop.
The  Station  Master  at  Arms  assign  and  supervise
both  extra  duty  and  hard  labor  without  confinement
under  the  supervision  and  direction  of  the  Discipline
Officer.
The  Station  Master  at  Arms  under  the  direction
of  the  Executive  O££icer  is  responsible  for  the  station
Beautification  Program.
The  Station  Master  at  Arms  assists  the  legal  and
Discipline  Offices  and  the  Station  Brig  in  handling  of
personnel  in  a  disciplinary   status.  Naval  Guards  are
provided to pick up unauthorized absentees in the Mid-
South  area   and  transferring   prisoners   as  necessary.
They  maintain  a  patrol  of the  station  from  0800 to  2330
daily,  and  render  any  assistance  required  by the  OOD
a,nd  the  departments  that  are  of  a  police  nature.
Master  at Arms  personnel  assigned  to  the  various
barracks  and  other  activities  is  a  responsibility  of  the
department  concerned  and  not  a  function  of  the  Sta-
tion  Master  at  Arms  Force.
FIRST    LIEUTENANT
The   First   Lieutenant's   Office,   located   in   Bldg.
S-44,   is   responsible   for   the   issue,   maintenance   and
weekly  exchange of bedding with each barracks on the
Naval  Base.   In  addition,   the   First  Lieutenant  issues
all   janitorial   gear   to   the   individual   barracks   and
school   commands,    (except   NARTU),   on   the   Naval
Base.
Personnel  checking  in will draw  bedding  on  a  sub-
custody  basis  from  the  MAA  or  Company  Commander
of  the  barracks  to  which  they  are  assigned.
Personnel  reporting  in  to  NAS  after normal work-
ing  hours  will  be  assigned  temporary  berthing  in  the
FIRST  LIEUTENANT  Barracks  (S-44),  until  assigned
quarters  by  the  Personnel  Office.
All transient personnel will check in with the First
Lieutenant  Office  for  assignment  of  berthing  and  tern-
porary  use  of  bedding.
All ba.rracks  and  school areas  are issued janitorial
supplies  each  Tuesday  from  0800  to  1100.
Soiled   linen   is   exchanged   weekly   by   barr.acks
MAA'S  on  a  no-cost  basis.  It  is  the  responsibility  of
each  individual  to  prevent  loss  or  damage  of  govern-
ment  bedding  in  his  custody.
Normal  working  hours   are  0730   to   1600  Monday
thru  Friday.  After  1600,  weekends,  and holidays,  there
is  a  duty  section  in  S-44  to  check  in  transient  person-
nel  and  to  make  special  issues  of  linen  or  janitorial
supplies.   Phone   Ext  8225.
CHAPLAIN'S   DEPARTMENT
A   complete   religious   program   of   Sunday   and
weekday  activities  for  Protestant,  Catholic  and  Jewish
personnel  is  directed  by  this  department.   Chaplains'
offices  are located  in  the Religious  Activities  Building,
S-59.  The  Chaplains'  Department  staff  is  composed  of
chaplains representing the major Protestant denomina-
tions,  the  Roman  Catholic  Church,  and when  available
a  Jewish  Chaplain.
A  I.ree  nursery  service  is  provided  each  Sunday
for  the  convenience  of  those  parents  attending  Divine
Services.  The  nursery  is  located  in  Building  S-158,  and
is  open  each Sunday  from  0755 until  1315.
The  duty  chaplain  is  always  available  after  nor-
mal  working  hours  for  all  emergencies  and  your  as-
sistance.  He  can  be  reached  at  extensions  496/658  or
through  the  Officer  of  the  Day.
Many   opportunities    for    rewarding    service    are
afforded  in  our  Navy  Memphis  Chapel  Program.  The
Catholic,  Jewish  and  Protestant  Choirs  offer  the  privi-
lege  of  participation  in  worship  through  music.   Men
and  women  who  like  to  sing  are  always  welcome  to
join  these   choirs.   Pianists   and  organists   are  encour-
aged  to  volunteer  their  services.   You  may   also  like
to  volunteer.  to  usher,  teach  in  the  Church  School,  or
assist  the  Catholic  Chaplain  as  a  sel`ver.
A  vital  part  of  the  Protestant  Chapel  Program  is
the  fully  departmentalized  Sunday  School  with  classes
for  nursery  age  through  adults.  This  active  and  grow-
ing   Sunday   School   is   in   constant   need   of   qualified
teachers,  staff  members,  and  assistants.  Military  per-
sonnel  or  dependents  who  desire  to   serve  God  in  a
teaching  capacity  or  assist  in  the  work  of  the  Sunday
Church  School  are  encouraged  to  contact  the  Sunday
School Director  at  extension  496.  A  continuing  Teacher
Training  Program  is  conducted  semi-annually  to  pre-
pare  the  inexperienced  to  teach.
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DIVINE   SERVICES
MEMBER   OF   BETH   EL  CHAPEL
CHAPEL  SCHEDULE
Protestcint
SUNDAY              Calvary  chapel  (S-166)
Building  S-29
Building  S-59
MONDAY            Community center  (S-52)
Chapel
WEDNESDAY   Chapel
0800  Holy  Communion
0930  Divine  Service
1100  Divine  Service
0930  Sunday  School
o93o  Adult  Bible  Class
1800  Marriage   Instruction
Class
1900  Choir  Rehearsal
1900  Choir  Rehearsal
Ccltholic
SUNDAY              Chapel  of  Michael  (S-52)    0645  Mass
The  Archangel
MONDAY            Chapel
TU E SDAY          Chapel
0900  Mass
1030  Mass
1115  Sacrament  of
Baptism
1200  Mass
1645   Mass
1645   Mass
Community Center  (S-52)   1715  Adult  Instruction
WEDNESDAY   Chapel                                         1645  Mass
THURSDAY       Chapel
INTERIOR   OF   CALVARY  CHAPEL
NAVY    EXCHANGE    RETAIL   AND    SERVICE    FACILITIES
NAVY   EXCHANGE   FACILITIES                     COBBLER  SHOP
OFFICE
Mom.-Fri.
MAIN  RETAIL  STORE
Weekdays
Sat.
NORTH  SIDE  RETAIL-N-24
Tues.,  Wed.,  Sat.
Sun.  -  Mom.
HOSPITAL  RETAIL  STORE
Mom.-Fri.
TV   &   RADIO   REPAIR
Mom-Fri...........
Saturday..........













0930-1730     PERSONAL   SERVICES




















.0930-16oo                             Mon-Fri      ..........................  0930-1730
Saturday.........................0930-1300
S-79
.o83o-1730     CUSTOMER   ASSISTANCE
























TAILOR  SHOPS                                                                        S-79
Mon-Fri..........................0800-1730
Saturday.........................0800-1330








Tues-Fri   .





















Sun,   Mom  &  Holidays   ................ Closed

















HOSPITAL  SNACK  BAR














.  .  . 0800-1900
.  .  . 0700-1900
.  .  . 0800-1900
Mom-Fri.........................0730-1500
Vending  Snack  Bar  open  24  hours  daily
POPCORN  STAND                                                            N-24
Mom-Fri..........................1730-2030
Sat   &   Sun   ....................... 1300-1530
1730-2030
o73o-23oo     COMMISSARY  COMPOUND
N-117
Tuesday,    Wed.,    Fri ............... 0930-1700
Thursday.........................0930-1830
Tuesday,  Wed.  &  Fri.
Thursday...........
Saturday...........






NORTHSIDE   CAFETERIA   N-24
.16-
.Ill
NAVY   EXCHANGE  SERVICE  STATION
SPECIAL   NOTES  TO   NEW  ARRIVALS
Customer  Assistance  -  Mrs.  Harding  at  Ext.  683
and  located  at  the  Navy  Exchange  .Office,  Bldg.  S-78,
can assist with special order merchandise  and can  also
provide   additional   information   regarding   the   Navy
Exchange  facilities.
Household  Materials-The  Main  Exchange has  the
full  range  of  common  household  supplies  which  most
Navy  families  need  to  set  up  upon  arrival.
Special   Services-When   you   read   elsewhere   in
this  book about the  varied  recreational  activities  avail-
able  here,   remember  that  they  are  financed  by  the
profits   from   your   Navy   Exchange.   The   Navy   Ex-
change  System  around  the  world  supports  the  Navy's
Recreation  and  Welfare  Programs,  thereby  saving  the
taxpayers  millions  of  dollars  every  year.
COMMISSARY   STORE
Services  of  the  Navy  Exchange  are  available  to
all   military  personnel   and   their   dependents,   retired
personnel,  uniformed  personnel  of  other  armed  serv-
ices  and their dependents  as  authorized by regulations.
COMMISSARY   STORE
The   U.S.   Navy   Commissary   Store,   Bldg.   N-91,
Naval  Air  Station,  Memphis,  is  located  on  Navy  Road
between  the  Naval Air  Station  main  gate  and  the  U.S.
Naval  Hospital.  Access  to  the  store. is  through  Brown
Gate,   adjacent  to  the  store  parking  lot.   Store  hours
are  as  follows:
Sunday,  Monday,  and  national,  holidays,  Closed
Tuesday,   Wednesday  Friday   ..... 0830-1700
Thursday      ......................  ` 0830-1830
Saturday..........................0830-1300
The  primary  mission  is  to  provide  to  authorized
patrons  a  convenient  means  of purchasing  groceries  at
the  lowest  practicable   cost.   Merchandise  carried   are
nationally-advertised  brands of canned  goods plus  com-
plete   meat   and   fresh   produce   departments.   Certain
household  items,  however,  must  be  purchased  through
the  Navy  Exchange.  All  sales  are  cash  and  carry.
Your  military  or  dependent's  identification  card  is
authority   to   enter   the   Commissary   Store.   Personal
checks  will be  accepted for the  amount of the purchase
in any  amount.  Since no nursery facilities  are available
at  the  Commissary  Store,  children  may  enter  the  sales
floor  but  must  remain  in  close  company  with  parents
and  are  not  permitted  to  handle  merchandise  or  push
carts.  A  dependent  child  must  be  12  years  of  age  to
be  admitted  without  the  parent.
Commissary   Stores   are   non-profit   resale   facili-
ties.  All labor costs  are paid for by appropriated funds.
Law  prohibits  the  resale  or  g.iving  away  of any  article
purchased.  All  purchases  must  be  for  the  sole  use  of
the authorized patron or for use of the dependent mem-
bers  of  the  authorized  patron's  family.  The  following
items  of  dress  are  deemed  inappropriate  and  will  not
be  worn  in  the  Commissary  Store:
MALES  (over  14)
(1)   Shorts,  except  Bermuda  and  Jamaica
(2)   Exposed  shirt  tails  (except  for  square  cut
aloha-type  shirts)
(3)   Extreme  type haircuts
(4)   Shower  shoes  or  bedroom  slippers
FEMALES  (over  age  14)
(1)  Shorts,  except  Bermuda  and  Jamaica
(2)   Exposed  hair  curlers
(3)  Shower  shoes  or bedroom  slippers
SPECIAL   SERVICES
Intramural   Athletics
An  extensive  Intramural  Athletic  Program  is  con-
ducted  under  the  supervision  of  the  Special  Services
Officer.   The   Intramura.I   sports   year   is   divided   into
three  seasons  and  is  comprised  of the  following  sports:
Fall  Season-touch  football,   volleyball,   boxing,   table
tennis, horseshoes.  Winter Season-bowling,  basketball,
badminton.  Spring  and  Summer-  tennis,  golf,  swim-
ming,  softball,  baseball.  Trophies  are  awarded  to  the
winners  of the  various  leagues  in  the  team  sports  and
to  the  winning   individuals   in  individual   competition.
The  Admiral's  Trophy  is  awarded  to  the  activity  ac-
quiring  the  most  points  during  an  intramural  sports
year.  A  point  system  has  been  established  to  encour-
age  participation.  It  is  possible  for  a  unit  to  win  the
Admiral's  Trophy  by  accumulating  points  thru  partici-
pation  without  ever  winning  station  championship.
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Varsity  Athletics
All  activities  in  the  Memphis  area  contribute their
top  talents  to  form  our  Memphis  Navy  varsity  teams.
Sports    conducted    on    a    varsity   level    are   football,
basketball,   g.olf,   bowling,   tennis,   volleyball,   softball,
boxing,   judo,    and   swimming.   In   addition   to   these
sports,   teams  that  will  participate  in  All-Navy  com-
petition  are  selected  from  intramural  competition  and
are  on  a  semi-varsity  level.
Golf STATION   LAKE
An  eighteen-hole  golf  course  and  club  house  are
located  on  the  north  side  of  the  station.   Lessons  are
given  by  the  club  professional  for  a  nominal  fee.  Golf
clubs  and  carts  are  available  on  a  rental basis.  Greens
fees  can  be  paid  for  daily  or,  if  desired,  a  monthly  or
yearly  ticket  may  be  purchased  at  the  golf  pro  shop.
The  course  is  open  for  play  at  0700  Monday .thru  Fri-
day  and  Saturday,  Sunday,  and  holidays  at  0600  and
closes  one  half  hour  after  sunset.  A  Navy  Exchange
operated  snack  bar  is  located  in  the  golf  course  club
house  where  refreshments  can  be  obtained.
North  Auditorium
Located  in  N-24,  it  is  opened  Monday  thru  Satur-
day and holidays from 0800 til 2200 and on Sunday from
1100  til  2200.
N\cN`les
Movies are available to base personnel in the north
auditorium,  Bldg.  N-24.  A  different  movie  is  featured
each  night  and  is  shown  at  the  following  hours:  Mon-
day  thru  Friday  1800-2000;  Saturday,  Sunday  and  holi-
days  1300-1900.  For  longer  showing  thel800  movie  com-
mences  at  1730.  CALL  ext.  627  for  movie  information.
Price  of  admission  is  S.10,  and  please  bring  your  own
dime  as  turnstiles  are  utilized.  For  those  who  forget,
change  can  be  obtained  from  the  cashier.
Billiards
Pool  tables   a.re  available  in  North-24  and  South-
157.  The  cost  is  one  cent  per  minute  per  table  regard-
less  of the  member  of players.  Hours  of operation  are:
N-24               Monday  thruFriday
S-157














There   are  two   indoor   and  two   outdoor  handball
courts available for use.  These courts are located in the
B0Q  area.  Handball equipment is  available in the  ath-
letic.  equipment  issue  room  of the  gymnasium.
Tennis
There  are  seven  tennis  courts  available  for  use.
Four  are  located  north  side,  two  adjacent  to  the  gym-
nasium   and  two   in  the  vicinity  of  Bldg.   N-26  which
are  lighted  for  night  play.  These  courts  are  available
to  enlisted  personnel.  There  are  three  courts  located  in
the  BOQ  area  which  are  also  for  night  play.  Tennis
rackets,  balls  and  shoes  are  available  in  the  athletic
equipment  issue  room  of the  gymnasium.
Riding   Stables
In March of 1962,  a new riding  stables  was  opened
on  the  northside   of  the   station,   just  past  the  firing
range.  It  is  open  to  all military  personnel,  dependents,
and  their  guests.  The  charge  for  one  hour  of  riding  is
$1.25.  Boarding  of  privately-owned  horses  is  available
to   all  personnel   authorized  to  use  the  facility  for   a
nominal  charge.  There  is,  in  addition,  a  large  lighted
riding  arena   available  for  the  staging  of  rodeos  and
competitive   ``horseplay".   Organied   night   riding   and
hay  rides,  play  surrys  and  pony  carts,  are  also  avail-
able.  The  stable  is  open  from  0730  until  1/2  hour  before
sunset  Tuesday  thru  Sunday  and  holidays.  It  is  closed
on  Monday.
Fishing
Fishing    equipment     (rods,     reels    and    minnow
buckets)  can be  checked  out  at the  gear  issue room in
the  gymnasium,  Bldg.  N-82.  Outboard  motors  may  be
checked  out   at  the  Outside  gear  issue   room  located
behind  the   gymnasium.   The   motors   are  issued  with
three  and  one-half  gallons  of  gasoline  and  a  charge  of
S.75  is  made  to  defray  the  cost  of this  gasoline.  Due to
the limited number  available,  motors  and boats  should
be reserved at least two weeks in advance  and then on
a  first-come  basis  for  a  period  o£  48-hours  or  over  the
weekend.
Hobby  Shop
The Hobby  Shop  is located  in Bldg.  S-60  and offers
excellent  facilities  for  woodworking,  ceramics,  photog-
raphy,   radio,   and  television,  1eathercraft,   and  model
air  plane  building.  Qualified  instructors  are  on  hand
to  assist  would-be  hobbyists  in  the  above  fields.  Auto-
mobile  paint  spraying  is  also  available  at  the  Hobby
Shop.  Hours  of  operation  are:
Tuesday  thru  Friday
and  sunday                                                        1200-2130
Saturday  and Holidays                                0900-2130
Monday                                                             closed
Hobby  Shop  Garage
The  Hobby  Shop  Garage  is  located  in  Bldg.  N-114
and  is  well  equipped  to  provide  tools  and  equipment
covering  minor  overhauls  and  body  work.  Instructors
are  on  hand  to  assist  the  amateur  automobile  repair-
man.  Hours  of operation  are:
Tuesday  thru  Friday
and  Sunday







Athletic  equipment  is  issued,  on  a  daily  basis  for
individual  use  by  intramural  and  varsity  teams,  from
the  Issue  Room  located  in  the  gymnasium,  Bldg.  N-82.
Camping  and  water  skiing  equipment  may  be  checked
out by  reservation  only  at least two weeks  in  advance,
for  a  48 hour period  or  over the weekend.  Bicycles  are
also  available on a limited basis with a nominal charge
for  maintena.nee.
Gymnasium
The  gymnasium,  Bldg.  N-82,  has  many  athletic fa-
cilities   available   such  as   basketball,   volleyball,   bad-
minton,  weight  lifting,  wrestling,  boxing,  etc.  A  steam
room   is   available   for   those   wishing   to   shed   excess
poundage.  All hands  dances  are  frequently held  in  the
gymnasium  and  it  is  the  main  gathering  place  for  so-
cial  events  such  as  the  Cotton  Carnival,  Navy  Relief
Carnival,   and  the  Marine  Corps  Ball.
Swimming
During  the  summer  months  five  swimming  pools












Secured  for  cleaning
Open  swimming
Rec  "D"  Poof,  S-78
Daily  except Thurs
Secured for cleaning
Open  swimming
Rec  "8"  Pool,  S-80
Daily  except  Tues
Tuesday:
Secured  for  cleaning
Open swimming
















is  an  indoor
pool   that   remains   open   through  the   winter   months.
Clothes  and  valuable  checkrooms  are  available.
Bowling
There  are  twenty-four  lanes  available  to  bowling
enthusiasts in Recreation Hall "D",  Bldg.  S-78.  Bowling
balls  and  shoes  are  available.  The  alley  is  open:
Monday  thru  Thursday                                O900L2400
Friday  and  saturday                                   0900-0200
Sunday                                                                     1200-2400
Personnel   desiring   to   organize   bowling   leagues
must  reserve  alleys  with  the  Special  Services  Officer.
Picnic  Grounds
Picnic  Grounds  arc-  available on the  south side and
the  station  lake  for  division  parties  Tuesday  thru  Fri-
day  by  reservation  only  from  0700  until  1/2  hour  before
sunset.  Saturday  and  Holidays  from  0900  until  1/2  hour
before  sunset and Sunday from 1200 until  1/i hour before
sunset  the  grounds  are  available  for  family  outings  on
a   first   come   basis.   There   are   bar-b-q   pits,   swings,
dance  pavilion  and  juke  box  to  be  enjoyed.
Golf  Driving  Range
Located  alongside  the  golf  course  club  house  is  a
golf  driving  range.  The  charge  is  S.25  for  a  bucket  of
golf balls  and  clubs  are  furnished if needed.  The hours
of  operation  are  daily  from  sunrise  to  1/2  hour  before
sunset.
Slot  Car  Racetrack
Located  on  the  lower  deck  of  N-24  is  the  Slot  Car
Racetrack,   with  a  135  foot,   an  80  foot,   and  a  64  foot
track.  The  charge  is  S.60  per  hour  on  all  the  tracks.
A  resale  store  provides  a  full  line  of  parts  and  kits  to
assemble   your   own   car.   Work   spaces   are   also  pro-
vided  for  the  maintenance  of  the  cars.  Races  are  con-
ducted   on   the   weekends   and   spot   races   during   the
week.  Spectators  are  welcomed  and  space  is  available.
The  hours  of  operation  are:
Monday  thru  Thursday                              1600-2300
Frid ay                                                                      1600-2400
Saturday  and  Holidays                               0900-2400
Sunday                                                                     1100-2300
TELEPHONE   SERVICE
The Telephone Branch is  a vita.I part of the  Public
Works  Department.  The  Telephone  Officer,  under  the
direction   of   the   Public   works   Officer,   Manages   the
station    telephone    office,    which    provides    telephone
service  for  the  Memphis   Naval  Activities.   Telephone
service   is   furnished   the   station   on   a   7-day,   24-hour
basis  with  the  operators  handling  an  average  of  6,000
calls  daily,  both official and unofficial calls.  Thousands
more  calls   are  completed   each  day  through  the  use
of   the   automatic   dial   system.   The   Navy   telephone
number   is   872-1711.
Only   pay   station   telephones,    or   telephones   in
quarters,    shall   be   used   by   personnel   making   off-
station   calls   of   a   personal   nature.   Incoming   calls
for  persons  whose  telephone  numbers  are  not  known,
shall be referred to the appropriate personnel directory
service.  All  official  long  distance  calls  must  be  autho-
rized   by   officers   who   have   been   delegated   this   au-
thority.
No  one  shall  make  any  adjustment  or  alteration
to   telephones   aboard   this   station   except   authorized
telephone  company  employees,   as  the  telephone  sys-
ten  is  leased  from  a  commercial  telephone  company.
Contact  the  Telephone  Office,  Building  N-1,   extension
220,  for  requests  for  new  service,  moves,  or  changes
in  old  quarters  or  offices.  Residents  of  Capehart  and
Wherry   Housing   should   contact   the   Millington   Tele-
phone  Company,  telephone  number  872-  3311,  for  tele-
phone  service,  as  the  Navy  does  not  provide  service
to  these  quarters.
Off-Stc]tion   Official   Calls
Telephones   with   three-digit   numbers   and   those
in  the  8300  series   are  unrestricte-d  and  may  be  used
for   making   off-station   calls.
Many  telephones  at  the  Memphis  Naval  Activities
have  restricted  service.  If  your  o±£ice  telephone  num-
ber  is  in  the  8100,  8200,  8700,  or  8800  number  groups,
you  have  restricted  service  and  can  make  only  inter-
station telephone  calls.  Dial  "223"  for the  Navy Opel.a-
tor   or   Information,   when   calling   from   a   restricted
telephone.    Off-station    calls,    whether   local   or   long`
distance,  cannot  be  made  from  or  to  these  telephones
with  restricted  service.
The procedure for making calls from an unrestrict-
ed  telephone  is  as  follows:
a.    When  making  local  calls  to  Midlington,  Rose-
mark,   Munford,   Bartlett,   and  Memphis,   dial
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"9'',  and  then  dial  your  telephone  number.
b.    To  call  the  Navy  Information  Operator,   dial
"223„  or  "0„
c.     When   placing   long   distance   toll   calls,   paid
or  collect,  dial  "0",  the  Navy  operator,  and
give   her   pertinent   information   requested.
The    payment    of   bills    for   unofficial   telephone
service   rendered   to   subscribers   who   reside   in   old
quarters   aboard   the   station   is   made   at   the   Navy
Telephone   Office,   Building   N-1   which   is   open   from
0800   to   1630,   Monday  through  Friday.   If  payment  is
made   by   check,   the   check  is   made  payable  to  the
U.   S.   Naval  Air  Station,   Memphis.   The  payment  of
bills   for   telephone   service   in   Capehart   and  Wherry
Housing  should  be  made  at  the  Millington  Telephone
Company    Business    Office,    Navy    Road,    Millington,
Tennessee.
STATION   BANK
NAS  branch  of  Peoples  State  Bank  at  Millington,
Tenn.,   is  located  in  Bldg.   S-4.   Banking  facilities  are
listed  below:
Savings   Accounts,   Checking   Accounts,   Commer-
cial  Loans,  Automobile  Loans,  Life  Insurance  Loans,
Real    Estate    Loans,    Collateral    Loans,    Installment
Loans,  Safe  Deposit  Boxes,  Customer  Notes  Collected,
Funds   Transferred   by   Mail,   Wire,   or   Cable,   U.   S.
Savings   Bonds   Issued   and   Redeemed,   Personalized
Checks,   Notary   Public   Services,   Night   Depository,
Bank  By  Mail  Services,  F.  D.  I.  C.  Insurance  on  each
account,    Cashier's    Checks    &    Exchange,    Certified
Checks,  Traveler's  Checks  and  Bank  Money  Orders.
HOURS
Monday  through  F.riday                             0900-1430
Saturday                                                               0900-1200
FEDERAL   CREDIT   UNION
A   federally    chartered   organization   devoted   to
service  and  mutual  financial  assistance  to  its  mem-
bers.   One   share   ($5.00)   plus   a   S.25   membership   fee
is  all  you  need  to  join.  As  a  member  you  can  expect
to  receive  a  fair  return  on  your  savings  and,  in  time
of  financial  need,  to  obtain  a  low  interest  loan.
Your   Credit   Union   is   located   in   Bldg.   N-24   to
serve   you   between   1045   and   1630,   Monday   through
Friday.   Come  in  today   and  learn  of  the   many   ad-
vantages  of  being  a  member.
NAVY   NURSERY
LIBRARY
The  NAS  Library,  located  in  Bldg.  S-78,  offers  the
same  services  and  facilities  found  in  a  city  public  li-
brary.  There  are  34,000  volumes  in the  library  and  ap~
proximately  200  new  books  are  added  to  the  library
each  month.  Among  these  books  will be  found the  best
sellers  in  fiction  and  non-fiction,  a  collection  of  books
for  children  of  all  ages  and  a  wealth  of reference  ma-
terial for research on  any  subject.  The library  also  re-
ceives two local and  seven out of town newspapers  and
96  periodicals.
A  music  listening  room  with  a  good  sized  collec-
tion   of  classical   and   semi-classical  phonograph  rec-
ords  is  provided  for  all  hands.
The  library  is  open  from  0900  to  2100  daily  except
Sundays  and  holidays  when  the  hours  are  from  1300
to   2100.
NAVY  NURSERY  AND   KINDERGARTEN
The  NAS  Nursery  and  Kindergarten  is  housed  in
Bldg.   S-158  and  maintains  excellent  facilities  for.  the
care of children of military personnel and civilian gov-
ernment   employees.   Children   may   be   accepted   for
hourly  care,  all  day  care,  or  month  care  (for  working
parents).   The   minimum   age   limit   for  child   care   is
three  months,  however,  no  maximum  age  limit  is  im-
posed.  Well  balanced  meals  are  provided  children  de-
siring  to  eat  the  noon  and  evening  meals  at  the  nurs-
ery.
Facilities   available   include   a   nursery,   nursery
school,   kindergarten,   and   summer   day   camp.   Bus
service   is   provided   for   children   enrolled   in  kinder-
garten  and  summer  day  camp  who live  on  the  station
or in  Navy  controlled  housing.  All kindergarten teach-
ers  have  grade  school  teachers  certificates.  Summer
day  camp  is  available  for  children  5  through  13  years
of  age.   Instruction  in   swimming  in  three  four-week
periods  during  June,  July  and  August.
HOURS  OF  OPERATION
Monday  and  Tuesday                                   0650-1700
Tuesday  Evening                                             1900-2300
Wednesday                                                           0650-2300
Thursday                                                               0650-1700
Friday                                                                      0650-0100
Saturday                                                                1300-0100
Sunday                                                                      0830-1300
(without  fee  for  church  services  only)
POSTAL  SERVICE
Mail
Navy    Memphis    personnel    receive    their    mail
through their departments,  schools  and military organ-
izations.  All  personnel  should  get  their  correct  mail-
ing  address  from  NAS  Postal directory  as  soon  as  pos-
sible   after   reporting   aboard.   Mail   is   delivered   and
picked  up  once  in  the  morning  and  once  in  the  after-
noon  Monday  through  Friday.  Mail  is  picked  up  twice
on  Saturday  and  once  on  Sunday.
TJ.  S.  Mail  boxes  (for  outgoing  mail)  are  located
throughout  NAS  for  convenience  of  personnel  station-
ed  aboard.
The  Postal  Directory  is  located  in  the  rear  of the
Post  Office,  Bldg.  S-4,  entrance  on  south  platform.  All
personnel should check in at the Postal Directory when
coming  aboard  and  check  out  when  transferred  from
one  command  to  another within  the  station.  The Postal
Directory  needs  this  information  so  your  mail  will  be
delivered  or  forwarded  without  delay.
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Hours   of   Service
Monday  through  Friday                            0800-1630
Saturday                                                                 0800-1200
Closed  Sundays  and  Federal  Holidays.
Post  Office
The  Naval Air Station  Post  Office is located  at the
main   gate   in   Bldg.   S-4.   A   branch   of  the  Memphis,
Tenn.,  Post  Office,  it offers  all postal  services  normal-
ly  found  at  a  first  class  post  office,  except  postal  sav-
ings.  Post  office  boxes  are  also  available  for  renting.
All  registered,  insured,  certified,  and  C.0.D.  mail
will  be  called  for  by  addressee  after  proper  notice  is
issued.
Hours  of  Service




Closed  Sundays  arid  Federal  Holidays.
NAVY   RELIEF   SOCIETY
Purpose
"The  particular  objects  and  business  of  said  So-
ciety  are  to  collect  and hold  funds  and  to  use  them  for
aid  in  times  of  need  of  the  officers  and  enlisted  men
of the  Naval  Service  of the  United  States,  which term
shall  include  the  regular  Navy  and  Marine  Corps  of
the   United   States,   the   reserve   components   thereof
when   on   active   duty,   and   the   United   States   Coast
Guard when  serving  as  part of the United States  Navy
in  time  of  war,  and  also  for  the  aid  in  times  of  need
of  the  dependents  of  such  officers  and  enlisted  men,
and  to  provide  relief  and  assistance  to  the  dependents
of  deceased  officers   and  enlisted   men  of  said  Naval
set.vice."
Financial  Assistance
Financial  assistance  from  the  Society  may  be  in
the  form  of  a  loan,  an  outright  gift,  or  a  combination
of  the   two.   Families   i`eceiving  financial   aid   are   ex-
pected  to   repay  as   much  as  possible  without  undue
hardship,  but  a  gift  is  made  of  that  portion  of  which
the  family  resources  cannot  cover  within  a  reasonable
period  of  time.  This  is  done  in  an  effort  to  allow  fam-
ilies  to,  maintain  their  financial  independence  and,   at
the  same  time,  to  remove  that  part  of  their  burden
which  they  are  unable  to  carry.
How  To  Apply   For  Assistance
The   Memphis   Auxiliary   of  the   Navy   Relief   So-
ciety,  located  in  Bldg.  S-53,  is  available  for  Navy  and
Marine  Corps  personnel  stationed  at  the  Navy  Mem-
phis  activities  and  dependents  residing  in  the  immed-
iate   area.   Applicants   for   assistance   may   telephone
678  or  8334  for  appointments  any  time  during working
hours   (0800-1630   Monday   through   Friday.)
Appointments   for   interviews   are   scheduled   be-
tween  the  hours  o£  0900-1200  and  1300-1600.  Emergency
cases  may  apply  at  any  time  during  regular  working
hours.   True   emergency   cases   occurring   after   work-
ing  hours,   on  weekends  or  on  holidays  may  contact
the  duty  Chaplain  or  the  station  Red  Cross  Field  Di-
rector.   Appointments   are   encouraged   as   this   allows
the  office  staff  to  plan  the  day's  work  routine  more
efficiently  and  prevents  applicants  having  to  wait  long
periods  of  time  before  obtaining  an  interview.
Services  Other  Than   Financial   Offered   By  The
Memphis  Auxiliary
Auxiliary  officials  assist  with  personal  problems,
secure   information   for
lems,   services   of  other
plicants  to  other  places
assist  with  applications
lotments,   and  perform
not  involve  expenditure
In  addition  to  this,
wives  operate  a  Thrift
applicants   about   Navy   prob-
organizations,   etc.,   refer   ap-
where  they  can  secure  help,
for  family  allowances  and  al-
many  other   services  that   do
of  Navy  Relief  funds.
Memphis  Auxiliary  volunteer
Shop   (Bldg.   S-39)   where  per-
sonnel   may  buy  clothing   and  other   articles   at  very
low  prices.  A  layette  sewing  committee  of  volunteers
prepares  layettes  to  be  given  to  I amilies  on   a  need
basis  when  requested  in the Auxiliary office.
The   Memphis   Auxiliary   operates    a   supervised
Well-Child  Nursery  in  Ward  17  at  the  U.S.  Naval  Hos-
pital,   Memphis,   for   mothers   being   seen   in   the   De-
pendents'    Out-Patient    Department    at   the   hospital.
This   service  is   staffed  by  a  full-time  paid  attendant
and  volunteer  Navy  and  Marine  wives.
One  of  the  Auxiliary's   most  valuable  services  is
its  visiting  nurse  program.  A  registered  nurse  is  hired
to  provide  visiting  nurse  care  for  dependents  who  are
unable  to  provide  this  care  from  their  own  sources.
Examples  of her  work  are:  follow-up  visits  on  patients
discharged  from  the  hospital,  assistance  and  instruc-
tion  to  mothers  of  new-born  infants,  etc.  The  visiting.
nurse  may  be  reached  by  telephoning  the  Auxiliary
o££ice,   extension  678.
Your  Navy  Relief  Society  Can  Loan  or  Grant  Money-
1.  To  Dependents  of  Deceased  Personnel  For:
a.  Basic  and  emergency  needs  pending  receipt  of
government  benefits.
b.  Transportation  for  widow  to  return  to  her  fam-
ily.
c.  Emergency  non-recurring  expenses  of  a  neces-
sary nature.
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d.  Vocational   training   for  widow   if  other   funds
insufficient  for  basic  needs.
e.  Keeping  children  in  school  if  otherwise  facing
discontinuance.
2.  Where  Man  (Active  or  Retired),  or  His  Dependents
Need  Aid   For:
a.  Basic  maintenance  due  to  delay  or  non-receipt
of  dependents'   allotment  or  other  emergency
situations which make the resources of the fain-
ily  temporarily  inadequate.
b.  Funeral  expenses  for  dependents.
c.  Travel  in  special  cases  where  there  is  critical
illness  or  death.
d.  Medical  or  dental  care  for  dependents  if  need
cannot  be  met  through  family  budget.
e.   Emergency   leave.
I.  Emergency  housekeeper  or  child  care.
9.  Emergency  moving  or  housing  problems.
Your   Navy   Relief  Society   Cannot   Render   Financial   Aid-
1.  To   assist  in   maintaining   a   standard   of  living  in-
commensurate with the pay and allowance of the man.
2.  To  finance  business  ventures,  to  purchase  a  home,
house  trailer,  or  similar  permanent  investment.
3.  To finance vacations,  leave,  or liberty  (except leave
for   emergencies   such  as   critical  illness,   death  in
immediate  family   or   equivalent  urgent   situations.
4.  To  pay  debts  contracted  prior  to  the  man's  entry
into  the  service.
5.  To   pay   income  or   other  taxes,   interest  on   mort-
gages,  etc.
6.  To  purchase,   or  pay  debts,   created  for  non-essen-
tials  such  as  automobiles,  television  sets  and  simi-
lar  conveniences.
7.  To   pay   court  fines,   furnish  bail  or  to   assist   (ex-
cept  to  alleviate  dire  distress)  dependents  of  men
convicted  of  serious  military  offenses.
8.  To  finance  marriage,  divorce,  or  adoptions.
9.  To provide  regular  supplementation of income from
pension,  insurance  or  other  source  in  order  to  sup-
ply basic needs.
NAVY   RELIEF   BALL
A  gala  Navy  Relief Ball  is  one  of the  annual high-
lights  at  the  Memphis  Naval  Air  Station.  The  event  is
participated in by  all hands for the benefit of the Navy
Relief  Society.  A  Queen  of  Navy  Memphis  contest,  the
winner  of  which  is  crowned  at  the  ball,  creates  much
interest  in the  event.  The  1966  queen was  Suzanne  Dis-
cher,   a  wave  yeoman.
MID-SOUTH   COTTON   CARNIVAL
Each  year  the  City  of  Memphis  sponsors  a  huge
Mardi-Gras  type  celebration  known  as  the  Cotton  Car-
nival.  This  is  on  a  par  with  the  New  Orleans  Mai`di
Gras.  The  Royal  court  for  the  Memphis  Cotton  Carni-
val  consists  of  the  King  and  Queen  plus  queens,  prin-
cesses  and  ladies  of  the  realm   sponsored  by  various
clubs  and  organizations.  The  Navy  has  always  taken
an  active  part  in  this  annual  celebration  with  a  Grand
Ball  held  at  the  NAS  Officers'   Club  in  honor  of  the
King  and  Queen  and  their  court.  Beginning  in  1964  the
Navy has  selected  a  princess for. inclusion  in the  Royal
court.   The  Navy  was  also  represented  in  the  Grand
Parade with  a  float.  The Memphis  Council of the  Navy
League  selected  the  Princess  to  represent  the  Navy.
The   Maid   of   Cotton,   chosen   each   year,   ti`avels
around   the   world   in   a   wardrobe   designed   by   top
American  designers,  created  to  show  the  significance
cotton  fabrics  have   achieved  in  the  field  of  fashion.
The  Maid  of Cotton  is  the  goodwill and  fashion  ambas-
sador  of King Cotton.  She  is  chosen  from  among  many
candidates  that  represent  the  mid-South  area,  includ-
ing   the   states   of   Tennessee,   Mississippi,   Arkansas,
Alabama  and  Texas.
The  proximity  of the  Naval Air  Station  to the  City
of  Memphis   enables   station   personnel   to   participate
in  the  festivities  and  enjoy  the  many  activities  spon-
sored  during  the  carnival  week.
COMMISSIONED   OFFICER'S  MESS   (OPEN)
Luncheon:
Tuesday  through  Saturday
Sunday Brunch
Dirmer :
Tuesday  through  Thursday
Friday  and  Saturday
Sunday Family Dinner
Bar  Hours.(Main and Casual Bar):








Club  Closed  On  Mondciy
Office  Hours:
Tuesday  through  Saturday
Sunday
Package  Store
Tuesday  through  Friday
Saturday
Sunday  and  Monday
Stutmmt7Lg  Foot  How7.s  (Sttmmer  seaso?tJ
Daily
























COMMISSIONED   OFFICER`S   MESS   (OPEN)
COMMISSIONED   OFFICERS'  MESS   (CLOSED)
The  Commissioned  Officers'  Mess   (Closed)  is  op-
erated   primarily   to   discharge   the   Command's   re-
sponsibility   of   promoting   and   maintaining   the   well-
being,  morale,  and  efficiency  of commissioned  officers
by  providing  lodging,   dining,   and  recreational  facili-
ties.
The  Mess  is  operated  on  a  24-hour  per  day  basis.
Officers   and   authorized  guests   may  check  in  or  out




Sat.,  Sun.,  and  Holidays
Brunch










CHIEF   PETTY  OFFICER`S  MESS   (OPEN)   DINING   ROOM
CHIEF   PETTY   OFFICERS'   MESS   (OPEN)
The  Chief  Petty  Officers'  Mess   (Open)  is  located
in  Bldg.   S-191,   on  Seventh  Avenue,   at  the   corner  of
"E"  Street.  The  Mess  is  operated  primarily to provide
meals,  refreshments,  recreational  and  social  facilities
to  Chief  Petty  Officers   on   active  duty.   Privileges   of
the  Mess  are  also  extended  to personnel in pay  grades
E-7,   E-8   and   E-9   of   all  the   AI.med   Services   of   the
United  States  and  their  Reserve  Components  on  active
duty  or  on  the  retired  list  with  pay,  to  personnel  of
equivalent  rates  of  the  Armed  Services  of  ±`oreign  na-
tions  on  active  duty  or  on  the  retired  list  with  pay,
and  to  dependents  of  personnel  listed  above.
The  facilities  of  the  Mess  are  operated  during  the
following  hours :
Dining  Roorm
Monday  through  Friday




FOUR   WINDS   CLUB    INTERIOR
Bar  Service
Monday  thru  Friday
Saturday  and  Sunday
Packa,ge  Store
Monday-Closed  at noon






Orchestras  for  dancing  scheduled  on  Friday  and
Saturday  from  2030  to  0030,   and  on  Sunday  from  1930
to  2330.  The  Bar  remains  open  an  additional  hour.
Social Nite  on  Thursday  at 1930.  The Dining  Room
remains  open  until  2200.
FOUR  WINDS  CLUB
This   club   is   open   to   all   enlisted   personnel   E-1
through  E-9  who  are  at  least  21  years  of  age.  It  is  lo-
cated  in  Bldg.  N-101.  Facilities  include  cafeteria,  dine,
dance area,  beer bar,  and TV.  Bands play seven nights
a  week.
Hours  of  operation:








UNITED    SERVICES    ORGANIZATIONS
These   United   Services   Organizations   provide   a
"home   away   from   home"   for   military  personnel  in
Memphis:
USO   Club
Located  in the  YWCA  at 200  Monroe Ave.,  the USO
Club   offers   dances,   picnics,   TV   lounge   and   reading
room,   tours,   church  parties,   cultural  discussions   and
games  for  the  uniformed  services.
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YMCA
The  YMCA  in  downtown  Memphis  is  located   at
245 Madison Ave.  and offers bunks,  lockers,  showers,  a
physical  program,   and  canteen  service.
YWCA
Located   at   200   Monroe   Ave„   the   YWCA   offers
sleeping  facilities  for  WAVES  and  Women  Marines.
CLUBS   AND   ORGANIZATIONS
There  are  clubs  at  Navy  Memphis  for  nearly  all
interests.  These  include  the  L'Auto  Petite  for  automo-
bile  enthusiasts  who  enjoy  rallies  and  other  road  com-
petition  events.   There  is   a  radio  club  with  elaborate
transmitting   and   receiving   equipment   for   "hams."
There  are  toastmaster  clubs  for  both  officer  and  en-
listed  personnel  which  give  persons  an  opportunity  to
improve  their  speaking  abilities.  For  the  more  daring,
the   Sky   Hawk   Parachuting   Club   offers   persons   a
chance  to  make  parachute  jumps  under  strict  safety
regulations.   And  for  those  persons  who  like  to  have
something  solid  under  them  when  airborne,   there  is
the  Flying  Club  which  operates  a  variety  of  light  air-
craft to provide flying lessons.  Those who  enjoy model-
ing  and  are  interested  in  aviation  will  find  the  Tail-
hooks  Model  Airplane  Club  to  their  liking.
The  Rod  and  Gun  Club  offers  outdoorsmen  the  op-
portunity  of  swapping  yams  as  well  as  being  an  in-
valuable   source   of   fishing   and  hunting   information.
For  serious  marksmen  the  Navy  Memphis  Pistol  and
Rifle  Association  provides  an  opportunity  to  compete
in   major   shooting   competitions.   Square   dancing   en-
thusiasts   will   be   welcomed   by   the   Military   Square
Dancing  Club.  And  latter  day  Robin  Hoods  will  enjoy
the   activities   of   the   Flying   Bowmen   Archery   Club.
There  is  even  the  Dixie  Divers  Skin  Diving  Club  for
thcse  who  want  to  explore  underwater.
One  of  the  most  exclusive  organizations  at  Navy
Memphis  is  the  Flying  Rifles  Drill Team,  composed  of
students   and  ship's  company  personnel  of  the  Naval
Air  Techni'cal  Training  Command  Center.  The  perfor-
mances  of  this  group,  recognized  as  one  of  the  sharp-
est drill teams in the Navy,  have been viewed by near-
ly  a  million pel`sons.  Membership is  only  for those per-
sonnel  with  the  necessary  "espirit  de  corps"  and  who
are  willing  to  take  the  time   and  effort  to  learn  the
drill  routines.
There  is   also   a   wide  variety  of  clubs   for  wives
including   an   Officers   Wives   Club,   CPO   Wives   Club,
and  Navy  Wives  Club.  Ladies  who  want  to  slim  down
are  invited  to  join  the  Take  Off  Pounds  Sensibly  Club
and  lady  golfers  are  invited  to  participate  in  the  ac-
tivities    of   the   Women's    Golf   Association   of   Navy
Memphis.
This  list  is  by  no   means  inclusive  as  new  clubs
are being formed continuously.  For further information
contact  the  Athletic  Division.
STATION   NEWSPAPER
The   Bluejacket   is   a   free   weekly   offset   press
newspaper   published   each   Friday   for   the   personnel
attached   to   naval   activities   in   the   Memphis   area.
The newspaper welcomes and encourages contributions
such  as  tips  on  interesting  personalities;  school  or  dc+
partmental  happenings,   etc.   Deadlines   for   contribu-
tions  are:  pictures-noon  Tuesday ;  written  material-
noon Wednesday.  The  Bluejacket office is  in  the  south-
side  Administration  Building,  S-1.
THE    FLYING   RIFLES   DRILL   TEAM
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OFF-DUTY   EDUCATIONAL   OPPORTUNITIES
The  USAFI  test  section  is   located  in  Bldg.   S-39.
It  is  open  during normal  working hours  and  until  2100,
Monday  through  Friday.  This  activity  offers  equival-
ency  testing   for  high   school   diplomas   and   the  first
year  of  college,  correspondence  courses  in  many  high
school  and  college  subjects,  some  group  study  courses
and   educational   counseling   for   persons   desiring   it
For  further  information,   visit  USAFI.
Correspondence  courses  are  available  from  some
colleges.   College   extension   courses   in   basic   subjects
ai`e  offered  on  the  station.  Evening  classes  are  taught
in   the   several   colleges   in   Memphis.   Assistance   in
enrolling   and   tuition   aid   may  be   obtained  from   the
education  office.
JAMTO
(Joint  Airlines   Military   Traffic   Office)
The  office  aboard  NAS  Memphis  was  established
and opened in July of 1957 with the  mission of assisting
the  Transportation  Officer  and  all  Military  Personnel,
their  dependents,   and   civilian   employees  in  meeting
their  passenger  and Air  Cargo  Transportation  require-
ments,   regardless   of   their   status;   i.e.,   P.C.S.,   TDY,
TAD,  leave,  liberty,  etc.
JAMTO  is  located  in  Bldg.  S-52  and  is  open  Mon-
day  through  Friday  from  0800  until  1900.
Upon   completion   of  your   tour   of   duty   at   Navy
Memphis   or  when   going  on  leave,   the  local   airlines
urge  you  to  use  this  joint  office  for  reservations  and
tickets.  When possible,  make  reservations  several days
in  advance.  This  may  be  done  without  paying  for  your
ticket  at  the  time  and  without  deposit.
AMERICAN   RED   CROSS
At  Navy  Memphis,  as  on  every  military  installa-
tion  of  any  size,  there  is  a  Red  Cross  Field  Director
and  staff.  There  is  also  a  similar  staff  at  the  Naval
Hospital,   which   includes   a   recreation   worker,   gray
ladies  and  staff  aides.
The  Home  Service  Department  in  the  local  com-
munity   and  the   Field  Directors   at  Military  installa-
tions  work  hand  in  hand  to  bring  the  total  resources
of the  Red  Cross  to  service  families.
Some   of  these  include,   counseling  with  personal
and  family  problems,  reporting  and  communications,
assistance  in  applying  for  government  benefits,  refer-
ral   service,   and  financial   assistance  for   emergency
leaves  and  when  family  quarters  allowance  checks  or
pay  checks  due have not, been  received.
The   training   program   includes   off.ering   instruc-
tion  in  water  sat.ety,  £il.st  aid,  home  care  of  the  sick
and  baby  care.
At  the  military  hospitals  there  is  a  medically  ap-
proved program of recreation for the patient consistent,
with  their  medical  condition,  thus  helping  them  to  ad-
just  to  hospitalization  and  their  co.urse  of  treatment.
The  other duties  of the  Field  Director  are arrang-
ing  for  Red  Cross  Bloodmobile  visits  to the  station  and
special  fund  raising  campaigns  which  may  be  approv-
ed  for  Red   Cross   by  the   Department  of  Defense  in
special  disasters.
Phone  872-1711,  extensions  672  or  265  during  o££ice
hours  0800  to  1630  on  Monday  through  Friday.  After
hours  dial  0,   222,   or  223,   ask  base  operator  for  duty
worker.
INDUSTRIAL   RELATIONS
The  Industrial  Relations  Department  conducts  the
civilian  personnel  program  for  the  Naval  Air  Station
and  tenant activities  through organized  plans  for  staf£-
ing,  training,   wage  and  classification,   industrial  and
traffic   safety,   employee  services  and  employee  rela-
tions.  Information pertaining to  Civil  Service  examina-
tions  and  employment  may  be  obtained  at  the  office
in  Building  S-2.
THE   HOUSING   PICTURE
Rental  and  sale  homes  in  Millington  are  impor-
tant,  because  it is  the  site  of your  Naval Baser Rental
units  on  the  Base  include:  250  centrally  air-conditioned
Capeharts  of  3  and  4  bedrooms  for  officers  and  enlist-
ed  personnel;   29  rental  homes  for  hospital  personnel
at  Naval  Hospital;  240  other  quarters  for  officers  and
enlisted  families  on  the Base;  a  94-unit  trailer park on
the  Base.  The  Navy  also  rents  Fairway  Homes,  486
brick  apartments,   from  2  to  4  bedrooms,  to  enlisted
personnel  only.   Privately  operated  Millington  Homes
continues  to welcome Naval personnel to  approximate-
ly  800  duplexes,  apartments,  houses,  1  to  4  bedrooms,
Millington   Housing  Authority  has   90   brick  units   for
families  of low income who  comply with PHA require-
ments.  Local  Real  Estate  companies  maintain  about
300  privately-owned  homes  for  rent.  Several  hundred
rental  spaces  for  trailers  are  available  off  the  Naval
Base.
Millington,   Cloverdale,    East   Acres,    Pinehaven,
Home Acres, Millington View are the areas with homes
for  sale  close  to  the  Base.  Millington  View  furnishes
new  brick  homes  ranging  from  $12,500  to  $30,000,  on
VA,  FHA  In-Service  and  conventional  financing,  with-
in  2  miles  of  the  Naval  Base.  Privately-owned  homes
from  $7,500.00  to  $15,000.00  aproximately,   are  also  for
sale  in  all  these  areas  for  families  who  wish  to  live  in
their  own  homes.
Other  areas  in  which you  will  find homes for  sale
or  rent,  ranging  from  eight  to  fifteen  miles  are  Mun-
ford,  Frayser,  and  Raleigh.
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CAPT.   H.   F.   LLOYD
Commanding  Officer
Navcil   Air   Technical   Training    Center
NAVAL   AIR   TECHNICAL   TRAINING   CENTER
General
The  United  States   Naval  Air  Technical  Training
Center   here    is   the    largest    activity    within    Naval
Aviation.  As  of January  1966 there  were  approximately
11,500  officers,  sailors  and  Marines  within  the  Center.
This   includes   students,   instructors   and   support   per-
sonnel.
The   Center   contains   13   schools,   most   of   which
are   sub-divided   into   mol.e   than    one   course   in    line
with  the  rating   structul.e  of  the  Navy.   The  rna.iority
are   Class   "A"   Schools   which   are   basic   schools   de-
signed   to   provide   trainees   with  technical   knowledg`e
and  skills  required  of  thil.d  class  petty  officers.  There
are  also  Class  "8"  schools,  designed  to  provide  tech-
nical  knowledge  and  skills  required  of  first  class  and
Chief  Petty  Officers;  Class  "C"  schools  for  specialized
areas;   and   Class   "0"   schools   for   training   commis-
sioned   officers;   as   well   as   Class   "P"   indoctrination
schools.
Upon  arrival  at the Center  each  enlisted  Navy  stu-
dent  is  assigned  to  his  designated  school  and  battalion
which  exercises  complete  academic  and  military  con-
trol  respectively.  All  Marine  students  are  assigned  to
the  Marine  Aviation  Detachment,   which  is  organized
along  standard  USMC  lines.
Technical  training  is   accomplished  by  the  Train-
ing  Department,  under  the  supervision  of  t,he  Director
of  Training.  This  Department  is  sub-divided  into  four
major  types  of  training.  They  are  Electronics  (Avion-
ics),  Mechanical/Operational/Clerical  (MOC),  the Nav-
al  Aviation  Officer's  School   (NAOS)   and  the  Training
Facilities   Branch.   Each   of   these   areas   has   a   Com-
mander  as  Officer-in-Charge.  In  addition to the  regular
instructional week  of 40 hours,  each  school offers  night
school  for  those  students  desiring  extra  help,  as  well
as  those  requiring  extra help  because  of failing grades.
The   Training    Facilities    O££icer   administers   In-
structor   Training   (Class   "C"),   Supervisor's   Training
(Class     "C")     and    the    Instructional    Programmers
Course   (Class   ``C").   In  these   courses   prospective   in-
structors  for  the  entire  Naval  Air  Technical  Training
Command  receive  training  in  the  techniques  of  teach-
ing,   supervising  and  program  writing.
The   remainder    of    the    command    is    organized
along  regular  Navy  lines.
SCHOOLS   WITHIN   THE   NAVAL   AIR
TECHNICAL   TRAINING   CENTER
Aviation   Fundamentals   School   (AFUN   Class   ''P'`)
Personnel  ordered  to  the  Center  for   a   course  of
instruction  in  a  Class  ``A"  school  are  first  sent  to  the
Aviation  Fundamentals  School.  This  is  a  two-week  in-
doctrination   course.   Subjects   taught   include   aircraft
familiarization,  naval  aviation  history,   aircraft  desig-
nations,  types  and  missions  of  squadrons,  aircraft  taxi
signals,   aircraft   handling   techniques,   line   operations
and  survival  training.
Upon  completion,   students  are  assigned  to  either
Avionics   or   MOC,   depending   upon   their   ability   and
choice.
AVIONICS   TRAINING
Avionic   Fundamentals   School,   Class   '`A''   (AFU"A")
The   Avionics   Fundamentals   School,   Class   "A",
provides   instruction   in  the   fundamentals   of  Avionics
(Aviation   Electronics)   and   is   a   pre-requisite   for   all
students  assigned  to  the  ATN,  ATR,  AX,  AQ  and  TD
Class  "A"  Schools/Courses.  Subjects  presented  in  this
16-week  course  are  designed  to  provide  the  basic  elec-
tronics  education  necessary  for  entry  into  the  specific
rating  training  area  chosen.
Aviation    Electronics   Technician    N   (Navigation)
Course   (ATN`'A'')
During   this   10-week   course,   students   are   intro-
duced   to   airborne   communication    and.   navigational
equipment.   The   curriculum   includes.   the   use   of  test
equipment,    adjustments   and   trouble-shooting   proce-
dures  for  airborne  navigational  equipments.
Aviation   Electronics  Technician   R  (Radar)  Course  (ATR''A'')
This  11-week  school  provides  the  student  with  an
introduction   to   a   pulsed   radar    system,     electronic
countermeasures  and  types  o±.  radar  and  navigational
aids.   The    curriculum    includes    operational    theory,
troubleshooting   procedures    and   utilization   with    as-
sociated  radar  test  equipment.
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Aviation   Anti-Submcirine   Warfare   Course   (AX''A'`)---i-riis-  elETv-€ri--week  course` introduces  the  student  to
airborne antisubmarine equipment.  Included in the cur-
riaulum  are  sonobuoy  systems,  operational tactics,  and
receiver  troubleshooting.
Aviation   Fire  Control  Technician  School,  .Class  ''A"  (AQ''A'`)
In this  11-week course the student receives instruc-
tion  in  the  fundamentals  of  aviation  fire  control  and
airborne  bomb  director   systems.   The  curriculum  in-
cludes  synchronization  of  control  systems,  optics  and
ballistics,  and  airborne  fire  control  radar.
Avionics   Course,   Class   a,   (AV"B")
Senior.  rated  AT's,  AQ's,  AX's,  AE's,  and  TD's  I:e-
ceive  32  weeks   of  instruction  in  advanced  electronic
theories,   practices,   administration,   and   supply.   The
curriculum   includes   physics,   mathematics,   complex
avionics   systems,   new  concepts   in   electronic   theory
and  technology,  leadership,  Navy  Supply  and  adminis-
tration  procedures.
Avionics  Intermediate  Course,  Class  ''8"  (Avl''B")
This    "common    core"    course    replaces    the   old
ATI"B",  AQI"B"   and  AXI`.B"  Courses.   Personnel  in
the  aviation ratings of AT, AQ,  AX and TD,  which have
a   common   electronics    "core",    attend   this   34-week
course  in  the  AT"B"  School.  Instruction  is  on  an  in-
termediate   level   in   mathematics,   electronic   circuits
and     devices,     communication     principles,     complex
avionics  systems,  and  avionics  supply  and  administra-
tion  procedures.  The  TD  students  branch  off the  basic
course  in  their  25th  week  and  continue  their  training
separately  in the  TD"B"  School during the last phase.
Traderman  school,  Class  ''A"  (TD"A'')
During  this  eight-week  course  students  are  intro-
duced  to  naval  training  devices,  radar  simulators  and
flight  simulators.  The  curriculum  includes  the  prim-ci-
ples  of  flight,  radio  aids  to  naviation`  operational  and
maintenance  procedures  of  flight  trainers  and  safety
precautions.   The   school  fills   the  Navy's   urgent  need
for  specialists  who  can  maintain  and  repair  its  diver-
sified  training  devices.
"AQ``   RATING
Traderman  school  Class  ''8"  (TD  "8'')
This 36-week  school is designed to provide  selected
TraDevMen   with   advanced    training    and    technical
qualifications   necessary   to   qualify   them   for   more
responsible duties.  The curriculum includes Electricity ;
Basic  theories,  DC/AC  electricity  and  test  equipment.
Electronics:   properties  of  electron  tubes,   power  sup-
plies,   and   regulators,   amplifier   characteristics   and
applications.   Other   studies   include   flight   simulators,
radar  trainers,  special  technology  such  as  closed  cir-
cuit   television,   magnetic   amplifiers,   tape   recorders
and  transistors.
NAVAL    AVIATION   OFFICER'S  SCHOOL
There   are   two   officer   training   courses   within
NATTC.   They   are  the  52-week  Electronics  Technical
O££icers  Course  (ELTO)  for  Limited Duty and Warrant
Officers  and the  16-week Aircraft Maintenance  Officers
Course  "MAINT  (0)".
Electronics   Technical   Officers   Course   (ELTO)
The  advanced  professional  education  provided  by
ELTO  enables  its  officer  graduates  to  exert  working-
level   leadership   in   the   aviation   electronic   systems
field.   Instruction   includes   mathematics   through   cal-
culus  and  differential  equations,  classical  and  modern
(nuclear)   physics,   English  composition  and  technical
report  writing,  vacuum  tube  and  transistor  circuit  de-
sign,    microwave   devices,    measurement   techniques,
electronic  computers,  and  avionic  systems.
Aircraft  Maintenance   Officers   Course   ''MAINT   (0)"
The  16-week Aircraft  Maintenance  Officers  Course
is  designed  primarily to  familiarize newly-commission-
ed  officers  with  air frames,   power  plants,   electronics
and   management/administration   of   the   Maintenance
Department as  reflected  by the Naval Aviation Mainte-
nance   and   Material  Management  System   (3M).   Par-
ticular  phases  of  the  full  course  may  be  blocked  (se-
lected)  to  satisfy  the needs  of  experienced  officers.
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Mechanical   Fundamentals  School  (AMFU  ''A'')
During  the  four-week  course  the  student  is  intro-
duc.ed  to  mathematics,  physics  and  the  principles  of
electricity,   layout   and   measuring   tools,   the   use   of
common  handtools,  and  the  use  of  technical  publica-
tions.  The purpose of the  school is  to provide personnel
with  the  knowledge  basic  to  entrance  into  the  Aviation
Machinist  Mate  and  Structural  Mechanics  Schools.
Avicition  Machinist's  Mate  J   (Turboiet)   Course  (ADJ''A")
During  the  seven-week,  three-day  course  the  stu-
dent receives instruction in jet fundamentals, jet power
plant  operations  and  replacement,  and jet aircraft line
operations.  The  curriculum  includes  disassembly  and
assembly  of jet power plants  and power plant removal
procedures.
Aviation  Machinist's  Mcite  R  (Reciprocating)  Course  (ADR"A`')
During  the  eight-week,  two-day  course the  student
receives  instruction  in  reciprocating  power  plants  and
line  operations.  The  curriculum  includes  the  familiari-
zation  of  intermediate,   major  and  special  inspections
and   reciprocating   power   plant   accessories.   Also   in-
cluded  are  disassembly  and  assembly  of  reciprocating
power  plants  and  power plant removal procedures.
Advanced  Machinist's  Mcite  J   Course  (ADJ''B'')
This   advanced    school    provides    Aviation    Ma-
chinist's  Mates  with   advanced  training  necessary  to
qualify them  for  more  responsible  duties  as  first  class
and   Chief  Petty   Officers.    The    curriculum    includes
power  plant  nomenclature,   and  auxiliary  equipment,
J48 power plants,  J57 power plants,  T56  and  J79 power
Plant  orientation  and  Turbo  propellers.
AMO  COURSE
``AD``    RATING
Basic   Helicopter   Course   (BASHEL  "C")
The  objectives  of  the  seven-week,  four-day  Basic
Helicopter  Course is  to  provide  selected  Navy Aviation
Machinist's  Mates  and  appropriate  Marine  Corps  per-
sonnel  with  the  skills  and  knowledge  required  to  per-
form,   under   supervision,   the   maintenance   work   re-
quired   on  helicopters.   The   curriculum   includes  heli-
copter  fundamentals  and  line  operations,  transmission
system  and  flight  controls,  and  maintenance.
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"TD"   RATING
Advanced  Machinist's  Mate  R  Course  (ADR''B'')
This  school,  like  ADJ"B",  is  designed  to  qualify
second  class  and  above  for   more  responsible   duties
in  the  fleet.   The  curriculum  includes  administration,
reciprocating power plants,  ignition,  fuel metering and
propellers.
Aviation   Structural   Mechanics  School,   Class   ``A"   (AM``A`')
The  Aviation  Structural  Mechanic's  School  is   di-
vided   into   three   different   courses,   which   consist   of
safety   equipment,   hydraulics   and   structural  courses
ranging  from  eight  to  nine  weeks,  two  days.
Aviation   Structural   Mechanic   E   (Safety   Equipment)
Course   (ANNE"AJ')
During  the  nine-week,  four-day  course  the  student
is  introduced  to  the  fundamentals  of  operational  main-
tenance   and   safety   procedures.   The   curriculum   in-
cludes  line  operation  and  plane  handling,   plane  cap-
tain's  duties  and  safety  precautions.  This  safety  equip-
ment   course   also   covers   aircraft  pressurization,   air-
conditioning  and  engine  bleed  air  systems.
Aviation  Structural  Mechanic  H  (Hydraulics)  Course  (AMH`'A'')
During  the  eight-week  course  the  student  becomes
familiarized with basic hydraulics  and  components  and
hydraulic    system    troubleshooting    and    operational
maintenance.   The   curriculum   includes   stability   and
control  of  aircraft,  safety  precautions,  introduction  to
hydraulic   troubleshooting   and   inspection   of   landing
gear.
Aviation  Structural  Mechanics  S  (Structures)
Course  (Awls" A")
During  the  nine-week  course  the  student  receives
instruction  on  the  fundamentals  of  metal  fabrication
and   aviation   supply.   The   curriculum   includes   flight
theory,   plane  handling,   aircraft   painting   and   repair
of  structures.
Aviation  Support  Equipment  Technician  Course  (AS"A")
This  twelve  week  course  provides  selected  Navy
and   Marine   Corps   enlisted   personnel  with  the   basic
knowledge   and   skills   required   to   satisfactorily   per-
form,   under   supervision,   intermediate   level   mainte-
nance  and   administration  duties   required  within  the
Aviation  Support  Equipment  Technician  rating  struc-
ture.
The  course  is  divided  into  two  major  divisions  of
training.  First  division  presents  instruction  applicable
to  the  general  AS  rating  and  second  division  presents
instruction  applicable  to  each  of  the  three  individual
specialized  ratings,  AS   (Electrician),  AS   (Hydraulics
and  Structures),   and  AS  (Mechanical).
Aviation   Storekeepers  School  Class  `'A"  (AK"A'')
During  this  11-week  course  the  Navy  student  re-
ceives  instruction  in  office -procedures  and  fleet  avid-
tion  supply  ashore  and  afloat.  The  curriculum  includes
directions   for   aeronautical   supply   afloat,   operations
of  office  machines  and  material  handling,  accounting,
procurement,   purchasing   material   receipts   and   ex-
penditures  stock  distribution   and  inventory  control.
Aviation   Structural   Mechclnic   School   Clciss  `'8''   (AMS''B")
The    Aviation    Structural    Mechanic    Class    "8"
School  presents  Aviation  Structural  Mechanics,  second
class  and  above,  with  the  comprehensive,  theoretical
and  practical  background  necessary  for  more  respon-
sible  duties  as  first  class  and  chief petty  officers.  Like
the  "A"  schools,  the  AMS  "8"  School  is  divided  into
three  courses.
Aviation   Maintencince   Administrcitionmcin    Course   (AZ``A`')
During   the   five-week,   two-day  course   Navy   and
Marine  Corps  aviation personnel  are provided with the
understanding   and  knowledge  which  will  lead  to  the
fulfillment  of  the  administrative  and  technical  require-
ments   for   Aviation   Maintenance   Administrationman,
Third  Class,   or   appropriate  Marine  Corps   MOS.   The
curriculum   includes   basic   typing,   publications,   air-
craft   maintenance   systems,   aircraft   accounting,   air-
craft  logs  and  records,   receipt  and  transfer,   mainte-
nance  section  in  operation.
Marine  Aviation   Supply   Course   ''MARAK   (C)"
Marine  Corps personnel selected for this nine-week,
3-day  course  are  provided  with  a  practical,   compre-
hensive  and theoretical background which is necessary
for performing aviation supply duties in Aircraft,  Fleet
Marine   Force   Units.   The   curriculum   includes   basic
typing,  introduction  to  aviation  supply,  administrative
procedures,   material  identification,   publications,   and
other  material department  procedures.
Marine  Aviation  Operations  Clerical  Course  ''MAROC  (C)"
This  six-week  course  for  Marine  Corps  personnel
provides  understanding  and  knowledge  which  will lead
to -fulfillment  of  the  requirements  necessary  for  per-
forming   the   duties   of   an  Aviation   Operations   Clerk
(MOS  7041).  The  curriculum  includes  basic  typing,  in-
troduction  to  aviation  operations,  flight  records,  haz-
ardous  duty  pay  involving  f]ight,  flight  safety,  airfield
operations,  operations  administration  procedures,  and
Marine  Aviation  Supply  in  action.
Data   Analysis   Course  "DAC   (C)"
During    this    seven-week    specialized    course    for
Navy   and   Marine   Corps  O££icers   and   senior  enlisted
personnel,    students   receive   professional   training   in
Maintenance  Data   A.nalysis.   They   also   receive  perti-
nent  information  applicable  to  the  fundamental  prob-
lems   o£  Maintenance   Data   Collection   and   Exception
Time    Accounting.    The    currioulum    includes    basic
mathematics,   algebra,   calculating  machine  familiari-
zation,   problem   solving,  introduction  to  statistics,   in-
troduction   to   correlation,   work   sampling,   exception
time  accounting  and  maintenance  data   collection.
Aviation   Crash   Crewman   School   "AVCC   (C)"
During  this  four-week course  for  Navy  and  Marine
Corps  personnel,  students  are provided with the under-
standing  and  knowledge  which  will  lead  to  fulfillment
of  the  technical  requirements  for  basic  Aviation  Crash
Crewman.  The curriculum  includes  the theory of fires,
fire   trucks   and   other   firefighting   equipment,   forced
entry  procedures,  runway  and  air  traffic  control,  op-
erational techniques,  driver training,  and extinguishing
aircraft  fires.
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COL.  JOHN   R.   BOHNET,  USMC
Commcinding  Officer
Marine  Aviation  Detachment
Nclval  Air  Technical  Training  Command
The   Marine   Aviation   Detachment,   to   which   all
Marine  students  are  assigned,   is   an  integral  part  of
the  Naval  Air  Technical  Training  Center.   Personnel
assigned  to  the  detachment  fall  into  one  of  two  major
categories,  student  and  support.  The  support  category
includes  instructors,  administrators  and  other  general
support  personnel.  Their  primary  mission  is  to  insure
that  a  maximum percentage  of the  students  who  enter
the  schools  are  graduated  and  made  available  for  as-
signment to operating units  of the  Fleet Marine  Force.
Students  are  assigned  to  the  student  administra-
tive  unit.   Depending  upon  the  school  for  which  they
are  found  to  be  qualified,  they  are  assigned  to  one  of
three  Groups:  Processing,  Avionics  or  Mechanical  Op-
erations  Clerical.  All incoming  students  are in Process-
ing   Group   while   their   qualifications   are   evaluated
during a  selection process called "ZERO WEEK." This
is  one  of the  most important times  in  the  career of an
aviation  trainee  as  it  is  here  that  experienced  inter-
viewers  determine  the  school  for  which  the  trainee  is
best  qualified.
Assignment  is  based  upon  general  qualifications,
aptitude  tests  and  personal  interview.  Every  effort  is
made  to  place  the  student  in  the  school  of his  choice.
A  separate  command  within  the  Naval  Air  Tech-
nical Training Center, the Detachment operates its own
supply  system  and  its  Special  Services  offers  students
and  support  personnel  a  gymnasium  and  all  types  of
recreational   equipment   for   various   sports   activities.
The  Detachment  is  also  very  active  in  the. intramural
sports  program,  highlighted  by  a   semi-annual  Field
Meet  in  which  the  Marines  compete  against  the  Navy
in  track  and  field  events.  The  Detachment has  a  Rifle
and Pistol Team that is very active in Mid-South shoot-
ing.  In  1964  the  Rifle  Team  won  the  coveted  Wirgman
Trophy  at  the  Eastern  Division  Matches.
A  source  of  pride  for  Marines  in  Memphis  is  the
Detachment  Drum  and  Bugle  Corps  and  Drill  Team.
This     volunteer     group    performs    throughout    Mid-
America.
DETACHMENT   MARINES   MAINTAIN   COMBAT   READINESS
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History
The  Memphis  Naval  Air  Reserve  Training  Unit,
located  aboard the  Memphis,  Tenn.,  Naval Air  Station,
is  one  of  eighteen  Naval  Air  Stations  and  Naval  Air
Reserve  Training  Units  located  throughout  the  United
States   to   provide   up-to-date   aviation   and   military
training  for the  "Weekend  Warriors"  of the  Naval Air
Reserve   Squadrons.   The   Memphis   NARTU   is_  under
the  direct  control  of  the  Chief  of  Naval  Air  Reserve
Training  with  headquarters  at  Glenview,  Illinois.
The Memphis unit and its eight Naval Air Reserve
Aviation  Squadrons  are  part  of a  nationwide  program,
comprising  some  39,000  pilots,  ground  officers  and  en-
listed   personnel`,   who   devote   one   weekend   of   their
spare  time  each  month to  military  and  aviation  train-
ing.  These  civilians,  men  and  women  fropr  all  walks
of   life,   are   organized   into   operating   squadrons   and
trained  in  their  spare  time  so  that  should  the  country
have need  of their  services  they  would  be  ready with-
out  long  months  of  intensive  training.
The  job  of  providing  support  to  these   "Weekend
Warriors"   is  the   first  mission  of  the   Reserve  NAS's
and  NARTU's  throughout  the  United  States.  In  doing
this NARTU Memphis' full-time complement of approx-
imately  285  o££icers  and  men  provide  the  instruction,
the  training  schedules,  and  keep  in  operational  readi-
ness   approximately   32   utility,   trainer,   patrol   trans-
port,  and  jet-type  aircraft.  The  officers  and  men  who
instruct  the  reservists  in  the  class  rooms  and  the  on-
the-job  training  programs  are  graduates  of  the  Naval
Air  Technical  Training  Center's  Instructor  School.
(Continued  Next  Page)
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Commanding  Officer
Nov,al   Air   Reserve   Training   Unit
Assigned  billets  of  the  8  Naval  Air  Reserve  Avia-
tion Squadrons  at the Memphis Unit are  approximately
1,100   officers   and   enlisted   personnel  from  Arkansas,
Tennessee,  Alabama,  Mississippi,  Kentucky,  Missouri,
and  Illinois.
Practically   all  officers   assigned   to  these   squad-
rons   saw   combat   duty   during   World  War   11   or   the
more   recent   Korean   conflict.   Over. fifty   per  cent   of
the  enlisted  personnel  served  in  either  World  War  11
or  the  Far  East  in  the  Korean  fighting.  The  majority
of the  enlisted  men  learned  their  skills  by  putting  long
months  in  aviation  technical  schools  during  their  war-
time  active  duty  tours.
For  the  non:veterans  the  Naval  Air  Reserve  pro-
gram  gives  them  a  chance  to  learn  a  trade  that  will
mean faster  advancement in their  civilian occupations.
Also  by  obtaining  a  rating  in  the  Naval  Air  Reserve,
recalled  reservists  do  not have  to  begin  at  the  bottom
and  work  up,  but  retain  the  rating  obtained  by  par-
ticipating   in  the   "Weekend  Warrior"   program.
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Missions   And   Tasks
The  mission  of  the  Naval  Air  Reserve  Training
Unit  is  to  provide  facilities  for  support  to  the  Naval
and  Marine  Air  Reserve  Training  programs.
The  tasks   necessary   to   accomplish   this   mission
may  be  divided  into  five  broad  categories,  the  first  of
w`hich  is  training  and  administration.  Under  this  cate-
gory  would  be  the   supervision  of  flight   and   ground
training  for  Naval  Aviators;   secondly,  the  conduct  of
training  for Aviation  Ground  Officers  and  enlisted  per-
sonnel  of  the  individual  squadrons  assigned.  The  third
category  is   Recruit   Training.   NARTU   annually   con-
ducts  the  Recruit  Training  Phase  for  2000  accelerated
aircrew  trainees  from  the  entire  Naval  Air  Reserve
Command.   The  Trainee  then  receives  4-10  months  of
intensive  rate  training  at  one  of  the  Naval  Air  Tech-
nical  Training  Center's  Class  "A"  Schools.  Following
his  active  Duty  training  the  trainee is  assigned to  drill
status  for  practical  trainirig  as  an  Air  Crewman.  The
next   category   encompasses   procurement,    selection,
and processing of Aviation Officer Candidates for flight
training  and  the  recruiting  of  eligible  reserve  person-
nel  for  participation  in  the  Naval  Air  Reserve.
Lastly,     the    task    of    Public    Affairs    requires
the  establishment,  promotion  and  maintenance  of  hal.-
monious  relationships  with  public  and  community  of-
ficials   and   the   conducting   of   a   sound   and   effective
publicity  program  with  the  news  media  outlets.
The   work   of   maintaining   harmonious   relations
with  the  public  and  the  community  includes  the  par-
ticipation   of  NARTU   personnel   in   the   various   civic
activities  in  the  immediate  area.
One   such  project  with  Which  the   NARTU  is   es-
pecially  proud  to  be  affiliated  is  the  Boy  Scout  Pro-
gram.  NARTU  currently  sponsors  and  supervises  the
entire  program  for  Explorer  Post  Eighty.
Roster  Of  Squadrons
Naval  Air  Reserve  Aviation  Squadrons  al.e  very
similar to Regular Navy Fleet Squadrons in their com-
position,  training  and  operations.  The  one  unique  fea-
ture  of  the  reserve  squadrons  is  the  fact  that  every
member,  from  the  Commanding  Officer  down  to  the
non-rated airman,  is a civilian for 29 days each month,
and  is  "in  the  Navy"  for  only  two  days.
The  roster  of  the  Memphis-based  Naval  Air  Re-
serve  Aviation  Squadrons  is  as  follows:
Command  Air  Wing  Staff  79
Attack  (Jet)  Squadrons  791  and  792
Patrol  Squadrons  791  and  793
Transport  Squadrons  792  and  793
Naval  Air  Reserve  Intelligence  Unit  791
Physical  Plant
The  facilities  of  the  Naval  Air  Reserve  Training
Unit are housed entirely on the Northside of the parent
Naval  Air  Station.  The  physical  layout  consists  of  one
hangar,  six  barracks,  and  four other buildings housing
various  divisions  of  the  unit.  Buildings  assigned  are:
Administration  Building,   (North-126,   Room  S-203)
Commanding Officer  and  Executive Officer's  Offices~
Administrative   O££ices-Central   Office~Active   Duty
Officer's  Records Office-Active Duty Enlisted Person-
nel  Records  Office-Organized  Reserve  Personnel  Of-
fices-Public  Affairs  Office-Navcad  and  AOC  Procure-
ment   Office-Enlisted   Recruiting   Office-Officer   of  the
Day  Office.
Training   Department   (North-126,   Room   C-227)-
Training Officer and Flight Training Officer's Offices-
Operations    Office-Pilot    Ready    Rooms-Individual
Squadron  Offices.
Aircraft  Maintenance  Hangar   (North-126)-Main-
tenance,   Electronics,   Line   Officer's   Offices-Supply
Depai.tment-Photographic    Laboratory-Maintenance
Shops  and  Working  Areas.
Aviation   Technical  Training  Dept.   (North   102)
ATTO  Off.ice-Information  and  Education  Office~Re-
serve  Classroom  Area-Static  Display  Area.
Training  Devices  Building  (North-10)-Movie  Pro-
jection  Rooms-Link  Trainers-Electric  and  Electron-
ics  Trainee  Classrooms-Film Library.
Barracks  (North-71,  73  and  75)  -Active  Duty  En-
listed   Personnel   are  housed   in   Barracks   N-85  while
members   of  the   Squadrons   are  housed   in   Barracks
N-71.  The  N-72  and  N-75  Barracks  are  utilized  by  the
Recruit  Training  Department.
Directory
Check-in:  Active  Duty  Officers  and  Men-Personnel
reporting  to  the  NARTU  for  duty  assignment  are  re-
quired  to  check-in  with  the  Officer  of  the  Day  (Bldg.
N-126)   then   report  to  the  Active  Duty  Personnel  Of-
fice.  If  reporting  after  secure,  check-in  with  the  OOD
and  report  to  Personnel  at  0730  the  following  day.
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Inactive duty Officers and Men-Personnel attached
to  the  Squadrons  will  report  to  the  Organized  Reserve
Personnel  Officer  to  begin  check-in  on  the  Station.
Duty  And   Liberty
Enlisted  personnel  on  duty  at  the  NARTU  are  as-
signed  to  one  of  eight  duty  sections.  The  normal work-
week  for  the  NARTU  is  Wednesday  through  Sunday.
Normally  two  duty  sections  are  granted  liberty  each
weekend  while  the  remaining  duty  sections  are  gI`ant-
ed  liberty  on   Monday   and  Tuesday.   A  rotation  pro-
gram   gives   each   section   an   equal   amount  of  week-
end  liberty.  Working  hours  of  the  NARTU  are:  0730  to
1630.
Identification  -  Liberty  Cords
Application  forms  and  identification  cards  for  de-
pendents  of  active  duty  personnel  may  be  obtained  at
the   Active   Duty   Personnel   Office.    Enlisted   liberty
cards   are   issued   to   the   individual   (E4   and   below)
upon  reporting  for  duty.  Photos  required for identifica-
tion  cards  are  taken  at  the  Unit's  Photo  Lab  in  Bldg.
N-126.
Members  of the  Naval Air  Reserve  Squadrons  are
issued   identification   cards   at   the   selected   Reserve
Personnel   Office.   Liberty   Cards   for   enlisted   squad-
ron  personnel   are   issued   when   reporting   for   active
duty for training  and  are  returned  upon  completion  of
the  training.
Automobile  Permits
Issued   by  the  NAS   Security   Office   (Main  Gate,
Bldg.  S-2)  to  active duty personnel for use  of privately
owned  vehicles  which  meet  the  requirements  of  the
Naval Air Station.
Members of the Squadrons attached to the NARTU
must  meet  the  same  requirements  as  active  duty per-
sonnel  but  receive  decals  from  the  NARTU  OOD  Bar-
racks   (N-85).
Education  Office
NARTU's  Education  and Aviation Technical Train-
ing  Officer  is   a  local  representative  for  USAFI   and
other   correspondence   courses,    may   be   reached   in
Bldg.  N-102,  Ext.  389.  Infol.mation  on  advancement  in
rating   and   service   schools   may   be   obtained   during
any  working  day.
Other   Information
See  the  Naval  Air  Station  Section  for  other  items
of  interest  not  appearing  in  the  NARTU  Directory.
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The  Marine  Air  Reserve  Training  Detachment  at
NAS  Memphis  which  is  located  on  the .second  deck  of
the east wing o£ Hangar 126 is one of seventeen Marine
Air  Reserve  Training  Detachments  located  throughout
the  nation.  These  form  the  military  command  of  the
Commanding  General,   Marine  Air  Reserve  Training
Command  (CG  MARTC),  whose  flag  headquarters  is
at  NAS,  Glenview,  Illinois.
The  mission  of  the  MARTD  is  to  supervise  the
training  and  administration  for  the  attached  reserve
units.   The   detachment   consists   of  four   officers   and
fifty-nine   enlisted,   Regular  Marine   Corps  personnel.
It is  commanded  by  a  lieutenant  colonel.
The  primary  training  objective  is  to  assure  that
the  Reserve  units  supported  by  the  MARTD  maintain
a  real  mobilization  potential.  This  is  accomplished  by
keeping  the  training  programs   abreast  of  the  latest
tactics   and   techniques   of  the  Air  Arm   of  the   Fleet
Marine  Force.
There  are  four  Marine  Reserve  Aviation  units  at-
tached  to  the  Memphis  MARTD.  One  is  a jet  squadron
with  an  authorized  strength  of  41  officers  and  184  en-
listed  men;  one  Marine  Air  Base  squadron  which  has
an  authorized  strength  of  22  officers  and  452  enlisted
men;  one Marine Air Reserve Group  (MARG-16)  which
has   an   authorized   strength   of   11   officers;   and   the
fourth   is   the   Volunteer   Training   Unit   (Air)    (VTU
(Avn)-12),  which has no  set  authorized  strength.  These
units   train   one   weekend   per   month   and,   excluding
VTU-12,  perform  two  weeks  active  duty  each  summer
at  a  regular  Marine  Corps  activity.  The  squadron  is
equipped  with  A4B  "Skyhawk"  jet  aircraft.
Volunteer  Training  Unit  (Aviation)-12,  which  is  a
unit  composed  of  senior  reserve  officers  also  meet  at
MARTD.  The  primary  mission  of  VTU  (Avn)-12  is  to
assist  in  the  development  of  individuals,  not  on  active
duty,  to  be  efficiently trained  for  general  staff  or  spe-
cialists  duty  to  fill  billets  required  upon  mobilization.
Hours  of  Operation
UNITS                            TIME       DAYS
MARTD                               0730       Mom.  through  Fri.
1630
VMA-124                              0630       Sat.  and  Sun.,  third  and
1630       fourth weekend each mo.
MABS-41                     0730-1630       Fourth  weekend   each
month
LT.   COL.   G.   S.   STEWART,   USMC
Commanding  Officer
Marine   Air   Reserve   Training   Detachment
MARG-16                          0630-1630                  Fourth  weekend
each  month
VTU-12                              0730-1630                   Fourth  weekend
each  month
Billeting
Regular   active   duty   enlisted  personnel  of  the  De-
tachment  are  billeted  in  Barracks  N-76.  Reserve  per-
sonnel  are  billeted  in  Barracks  N-77.
Check-ln  Procedure
Personnel   reporting   to   the   Marine   Air   Reserve
Training   Detachment   for   duty   assignment   are   re-
quired to check in with the Detachment Sergeant Major
(Bldg.  N-126).  On  non-work days  personnel may  check
in with the Junior Officer of the Day of the Marine Air
Reserve  Training  Detachment  (Bldg.  N-126).
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Naval  Air  Maintenance  Training  Group,   a  Com-
mand  under  the  Chief  of  Naval  Air  Technical  Train-
ing,  has  its  headquarters  located  aboard  Navy  Mem-
phis.
Mission
The   mission   of   NAMTRAGRU   is   to  provide   by
means   of   Naval   Air   Maintenance   Training   Detach-
ments,   technical  instruction  for  officers   and  enlisted
personnel in the maintenance of aircraft and associated
equipment,  and  to  conduct  such  other  training  as  the
Chief  of  Naval  Operations  may  direct.
Headquarters
In   addition   to   the   Commanding   Officer,   Execu-
tive  Officer,  and  special  assistants,  four  departments
form  the  headquarters  organization.  They  are:  Train-
ing,   Personnel/Administration,  Logistics,   and  Modifi-
cations.   Each  department  serves   as   a   staff  function
to    support    the    Field    Organization.    NAMTRAGRU
Headquarters  is  located  in  Building  N-1.
Field   Organization
The   Field   Organization   actually   carries   out  the
mission  of  NAMTRAGRU.  The  field  is  divided  into  the
Eastern,   Central  and  Western  Regions,   each  headed
by   an   officer-in-charge.   The   Officer-in-Charge   Naval
Air   Maintenance   Training,   East   is   located   at   NAS
Norfolk,    Virginia.    The   Officer-in-Charge   Naval   Air
Maintenance Training,  Central is located at NAS Men-
phis.   The   Officer-in-Charge   Naval   Air   Maintenance
Training,   West   is   located   at   NAS   Sam   Diego,   Calif.
Each  of  these  officers-in-charge  administers  the  train-
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ing  program  and  detachments  assigned  to  his  region.
They  also  work  closely  with  the  respective  Major  Air
commanders   in   NAMTRAGRU   training   matters.   At
each   major   air   station,   both   Navy   and   Marine,   an
Officer-in-Charge,    Naval   Air    Maintenance   Training
Detachment   is   permanently   assigned   to   specifically
administer  the  detachment  and  training  programs  be-
ing  conducted.  Detachments  are  located  at  29  locations
in  the  continental  United  States  and  Hawaii.  In  addi-
tion,  training  is  provided  at  numerous  other  locations
in  the  United  States  and  at  overseas  bases  when  di-
rected  by  higher  authority.
Detachments
Detachments  are  technical  schools  complete  with
highly qualified instructors,  training panels,  mock-ups,
transparencies,   current   lesson   guides   and   technical
manuals  and  literature.
Scope  Of  Training
The  training ,conducted  by  NAMTRAGRU  detach-
ments   is   highly   specialized.   Training   is   provided  to
fleet  personnel  at-the-site  on  the  maintenance  of  spe-
cific  equipment  these  personnel  will  be  working  with.
The  preponderance  of  training  is  on  the  maintenance
of   complete   weapon   systems   and   on   all   associated
aviation   support   equipment.   In   addition,   training   is
provided  to  all  aviation  Navy  and  Marine  Corps  per-
sonnel  located  in  the  Continental  U.  S.  on  Nuclear  Bi-
ological,   Chemical  Warfare  Defense.
Training   is   also   provided   on   maintenance   man-
agement  which  is  an  important  function  of  the  main-
tenance  program.  At  each  location  served  by  the  de-
tachments,   general  coul.ses   are   also  provided.   These
are  the  fundamental  courses  on  aviation,  hydraulics,
engines,    electric.ity,    electronics   and   transistors   and
specialized    general    courses    on    corrosion    control,
module  repair  and  repair  of  electro-mechanical  equip-
ment.   Over   500   di±.ferent   courses   are   available   and
taught  by  NAMTRAGRU.   About  100,000   students   are
trained  each  year.
Instructors
The  instructors  are  the  key  personnel  of  the  pro-
gram.  They  are  highly  qualified  instructors  and  tech-
CAPT.   G.  T.   MAXWELL
Commanding  Officer
Naval   Air   Maintenance   Training   Group
nicians.   Each   is   specifically   trained   for   his   assign-
ment.  Many  are  trained  at  the  factory.  They  are  of
pay  grades  E-5  or  above,  both  Navy  and  Marine,  and
many  have  had  previous  instructor  experience  Quali-
fied  enlisted  personnel  are  assigned  to  the  Naval  Air
Maintenance  Training  Program  by  the  Chief  of  Naval
Personnel  and  the  Commandant  of  the  Marine  Corps.
Duty is classified  as  shore duty for rotational purposes.
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U.S.   NAVAL   HOSPITAL,   MEMPHIS
History
The  U.   S.   Naval  Hospital,  Memphis,  Tennessee,
was  commissioned  in  March  1943  to  provide  medical
support  for  Naval  personnel  on  active  duty  within  the
Navy  Memphis  area  and  the  sick  and  injured  return-
ing  from  overseas  areas.  After  termination  of  hostili-
ties  of  World  War  11,  the  role  of  the  hospital  assumed
a   permanent   medical   support   function   for   military
activities   within   the   area.   At   present,   the   hospital
provides   both  in-patient   and   outpatient  care   for   all
members   of   the   uniformed   service`s   on   active   duty
in  the   area,   their  dependents,   and  other  authorized
supernumerary  personnel.
Mission
The  care  and  treatment  of  sick  and  injured  mili-
tary   personnel   with   the   object   of   their   expeditious
return  to  duty.   Secondarily,   the  care  and  treatment
of  non-military  personnel  when  authorized,  and  avail-
able.
Location
The    hospital   is    located    approximately    twenty
miles  north  of  Memphis,  Tennessee,   and  three  miles
east   of   Millington,    Tennessee,    on   Navy   Road   just
beyond  the  Naval  Air  Station.
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CAPT.   HARRY  F.   LENHARDT
Commanding  Officer
U.S.   Naval   Hospital,   Memphis
Facilities  and  Services  Available  for  Staff  and
Patient  Personnel
Navy   Exchange   Store   and   Snack   Bar,   Movies,
American  Red  Cross,  Barber  Shop,  Chapel,  Post  Of-
fice,  Library,  and  Beauty  Shop.
A   limited   number   of   quarters   is   available   for
married  officers  and  enlisted  personnel.
Visitors
Visiting  hours  for  officer  patients,  dependent  pa-
tients   and   general  military  wards   are   from   1400  to
1600   and   1830   to   2030  daily   except  for  Ward   7 (Pedi-
atric  Ward)  where  visiting  hours  are  1800  to  1900.
Since  they  are  particularly  susceptible  to  disease,
children   under   12   years   of   age   are   not   allowed   to
visit   on   open.  wards   except   under   unusual   circum-
stances   and   after   obtaining  permission  of  the  Ward
Medical  Officer  or  the  Officer  of  the  Day.
Services  Provided  By  The  Hospital
The  hospital has  250  beds  authorized  and  provides
in-patient   and   out-patient   care   in   all   the   services
usually   found   in   a   general   hospital.   These   include
General  Medicine  and  Surgery,  Obstetrics  and  Gyne-
cology,   Orthopedics,   Dermatology,   Pediatrics,   Eye,
Ear,  Nose  and  Throat,  Radiology,  Dentistry,  Urology,
Neuropsychiatry   and   Pathology.   Military   personnel
and  their  dependents  receive  immunizations  from  the
Naval  Air  Station  Dispensary.  Military  personnel  are
referred  from  the  Naval Air  Station Dispensary  to  the
hospital  for   out-patient  treatment  or  consultation  or
in-patient    treatment.    The    Out-Patient    Dependents'
Clinic is here for your dependents'  care.  It is the policy
of  this   Clinic   to   see   patients   by   appointment.   True
emergencies   are   seen   immediately   and   at   anytime
without   an   appointment.
Non-emergency   clinic   visits   outside   of   regular
working  hours  for  the  sake  of  convenience  jeopardize
the medical care of true emergencies and of in-patients
by  taking  the  Watch  Doctors'  time;  unnecessary  haste
on  his  part  reduces  the  quality  of  care  sick  patients
need  and  deserve.  Better  care  can  be  given  to  all  pa-
tients   if   they   are   seen   during   working   hours   when
Laboratory,   X-ray   and  pharmacy   facilities   and   con-
sultations  are  more  readily  accessible.  If  for  any  rea-
son  an  appointment  cannot  be  kept,  the  Clinic  should
be  called  and  the  appointment  cancelled  so  as  to  allow
this  time  to  be  given  to  someone  else.
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The    U.S.    Navy    Training    Publications    Center
(NTPC)  is  a  field  activity  directly  under  the  military,
management,   and  technical  control  of  the  Bureau  o£
Naval   Personnel.   NTPC,    Memphis   was   established
with  an  Officer-in-Charge  in  1952  and  is  located  aboard
NAS,  Memphis  in  Building  N-27.  The  Center  now  has
an  on-board  count  of  26  military  and  31  civilian  per-
sonnel.   The  assigned  mission  of  NTPC  is  to  prepare
texts,    manuals,    correspondence   courses    and    other
training  materials  for  personnel  of  the  U.S.  Navy  and
the  Naval  Reserve.
The effect of this  small activity is  felt tremendous-
1y   throughout   the   entire   aviation   area   of  the  Navy.
The  "green  backed"  training  manuals  and  their  com-
plementary  correspondence  courses prepared  at NTPC
are   used   primarily   by   enlisted  personnel  to   supple-
ment  or  supplant  technical  schooling  for  advancement
within  their  rating;   however,   some  officer  texts  and
correspondence  courses  are  also  written.  Skilled  chief
petty   officers,   professional   education   specialists   and
illustrators  make  every  effort  to  produce  current  and
correct  material  presented  in  logical,  meaningful form
for study and reference.  These chief petty officers must
have  an  unusual  ability  to  combine  their  varied  ex-
periences  and  vast  technical  knowledge  into  a  written
form  suitable  for  self-s.tudy.  These  materials  are  writ-
LCDR.   RICHARD  J.   HARTRANFT
Officer  in  Charge
U.S.   Navy  Training   Publiccitions  Center
ten  solely  for  use  by  Naval  personnel  who  are  prepar-
ing   to   take   their   advancement   examinations.   Close
cc`ordination  is  maintained  with  the  associated  techni-
cal  training   school,   the   Bureau  o£  Naval   Personnel,
the  Bureau  o£  Naval  Weapons,  and  the  Deputy  Chief
of  Naval  Operations  (Air)  in  writing  and  revising  the
manuals   and   correspondence   courses.
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Memphis.
Say  it,  and  listen  to  the  sound  of  your  own  voice
.   .   .  Memphis.
Pretty?   Sure.   There's   music   in   the   very   word.
Songs have been written  about her.  She's  been bragged
about,  cursed,  loved,  pushed,  and  pulled  now  for  close
to  a  century  and  a  half.  She's  been  up.  And  she's  been
down.  Today,  she's  up  - to  stay.
Tennes``ee  was  a  fledgling,  23-year-old  state  when
Memphis  was laid out by owners of land  grants in 1819.
The. United  States  earlier  had  purchased  what  became
Memphis  and  West  Tennessee  for  about  $300,000  more
than  Peter  Minuit  had  paid  the  Indians  for  New  York.
When  Memphis  was  incorporated  in  1826,  it  had  a
population    of    500.     Today,     Metro.politan    Memphis,
which   includes   Crittenden   County,   Arkansas,   has   a
population  of   almost  800,000.   Watch  her  now,   for  the
bigger  Memphis  gets  the  faster  she  grows.
There  are  only  1.9  cities  in  the  country  with  larger
populations  than  Memphis.  And  among  the  25  largest
cities,  only  six had  greater percentage  gains  in popula-
tion  during  1950-60.
What  has  made  Memphis  great?  What  will  make
her  greater?
The   story   can   be   told   in   four   words:   Location,
agriculture,   industry,   transportation.
Few  cities  are  so  advantageously located  as  Mem-
phis.  Beyond  that,  Memphis  counts  all  four  modes  of
transportation  -  river,  rail,  motor,  air.  These  are  the
lifelines   that   link   Memphis   with   big   and   growing
markets  throughout  the  Southeast  and  Southwest,  and
the  Mid-West.  Simply  put,  it means  that  a  manufactur-
er  or  distributor  can  maintain  one  operation  in  Mem-
phis  and,  with  today's  unexcelled  transportation  facili-
ties,  reach markets that it was  once necessary to  serve
with  two  or  even  three  plants.
And  Memphis  is  great  because  it  is  smack  in  the
middle   of   one   of   America's   riches.t   agricultural   re-
gions.   It  is   great,   too,   because  hardly   a   day  passes
that  some  town  somewhere  in  the  vast  Memphis  trade
area  doesn't  announce  a  new  industry.
Meanwhile,  downtown is reaching up with towering
new   structures   that   are   carving   out   a   new   s.kyline.
These  include  a  25-story  bank  building  and  a  38-story
office building.  Department stores  are being renovated,
and  a  new  one  is  under  construction.  New  additions  to
hotels,   new   motor  hotels   and   remodeling   of  existing
hotel  facilities   are  underway.   A  new  parking  garage
and  motel  have  been  built  alongside  the  Sterick  Build-
ing   A  new   $13,500,000,   11-story   Federal   Building   has
been  completed,  as  has  a  new  City  Hall,  both  part  of
a   multi-million-dollar   Civic   Center.   A  downtown   air-
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MEMPHIS   MEDICAL   CENTER   IS   THE   SOUTH'S   LARGEST.   TWENTY-FOUR    HOSPITALS    IN    THE    MEMPHIS    METROPOLITAN
AREA   HAVE   A   VALUE   IN   EXCESS   OF    158   MILLION   DOLLARS,    AND    PATIENTS    FROM   THROUGHOUT   THE   COUNTRY
COME    HERE    FOR   TREATMENT.    INCLUDED    IN   THE    MEDICAL    CENTER    ARE    THE    UNIVERSITY    OF    TENNESSEE    MEDICAL
UNITS    (LEFT    CENTER).
port  is  in  operation  one  minute  as  the  crow flies  from
Main  Street.   Ten  minutes  from  downtown  is   a  $50,-
000,000   Presidents   Island   Harbor   Project,   which   is
second  to none  as  a  planned  industrial park.
And   this   is   just   some   of  what  is   going   on  just
downtown.
Traffic  is  now on part of  a  $162,600,000  expressway
system.   A  new   21-million-dollar  jet-age   airport  is   in
use.  A  coliseum  and  football  stadium  have  been  added
at   the   Fairgrounds.   Shopping   centers,   new   subdivi-
sions,  and  dozens  of  apartment buildings  are  going  up.
A  major  urban  renewal  program  is  underway.
Recent improvements in the Medical Center - the
South's largest -include  a new Tennessee Psychiatric
Hospital   &   Research   Institute,   additions   to   Baptist,
Methodist  and  St.  Joseph  Hospitals,  new  facilities  for
the  University  of  Tennessee  Medical  Units,  new  Bap-
tist  Medical  Building,   J.  K.  Dobbs  Medical  Research
Institute,   W.   F.   Bowld  Hospital  and   a  new  St.   Jude
Hospital  spearheaded  by  comedian  Danny  Thomas.  A
new  Veterans  Hospital  is  being  completed.
And  schools  and  churches.
Education   is   called   the   biggest    "business"    in
Memphis   and  Shelby  County.   Enrollment  in  the  two
school  systems  exceeds  162,000.  The  city's  school  sys-
tern,  one  of  the  ten  fastest  growing  in  the  country,  of-
fers  the  Superior  Talented  Student  Program  and is  co-
operating  with  the  President's  Youth  Physical  Fitness
Program  And  city  schools   are  the  only  ones  in  this
part  of  the  nation  offering  a  two-year  course  in  the
automation  electronic  computer  program.
-Photo  Courtesy  Memphis  Chamber  of  Commerce
Memphis    State    University    has    inaugurated    a
sales  study,  one  of  the  most  comprehensive  in  the  na-
tion,  and  a  graduate  engineering  program.  Southwest-
ern  continues  to  win  national  acclaim  for  its  pioneer
work  in  adult  education,  and  Christian  Brothers  Col-
lege  is  enjoying  substantial  growth  as  the  only  Cath-
olic  college  of  engineering  in  the  South.  Making up  the
University of Tennessee Medical Units  are the Colleges
of  Medicine,   Dentistry,   Pharmacy   and   Nursing;   the
School  of  Basic  Medical  Sciences,   and  the  Graduate
School-Medical  Sciences.
As  to  churches,  Memphis  for  many  years  boasted
of having more houses of worship than service stations.
Some  discount  this  today,  but  it's  a  fact  that  the  city
directory  lists  660  churches  while  Sales  Management's
Survey  of  Buying  Power  counts  559  service  stations.
Memphis  has  taken her  place,  too,  as  the  cultural
center of the  seven-state Mid-South.  Contributing to the
cultural  life  of  the  city   are  the  Memphis   Symphony
Orchestra,  Civic Ballet,  the Memphis Academy of Arts,
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery,  Front St. Theatre,  Mem-
phis  Opera  Theatre,  Beethoven  Club,  and  excellent  li-
brary  and  educational  systems.  The  Auditorium  offers
touring Broadway  and Metropolitan Opera productions,
and   favorite   summer   activities   include   weekly   free
concerts   under  the   stars   in  Overton   Park  Shell.
Memphis in 1966 is  a wide place  (178 square miles)
on  11  roads,  which boasts  of being  a  crossroads  of ma-
terials  and  markets.  Its  "crossroads"  location  makes
it  a  major  convention  city  doing  more  than  16  million
dollars  worth  of  convention  business  in  1965.
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And   thousands   of  visitors   find   that   the   shortest
distance  between  home  and  vacation  retreat  leads  to
or  through  Memphis.
Visitors  find  a  cornucopia  of attractions,  headlined
for  many  by  the  mighty  Mississippi  that rolls  by Mem-
phis'  front  door.  No  finer  view  of  the  Big  River  can
be  found  anywhere  than  the  one  from  Ashburn  Park
here.
Staged  annually  in  May  is  the  five-day  Memphis
Cc,tton   Carnival,   the   Nation's   Party   in   the   Land   of
Cotton.  Headlining  attractions in September is the nine-
day    Mid-South    Fair    and    Exposition,    which   offers
among  other  attractions  the  largest  rodeo  east  of  the
Mississippi   River.   Among   favorite   points   of  interest
are   Overton    Park   Zoo,    Chucalissa   Indian   Village,
Memphis  Museum  (Pink  Palace),  Shelby  Forest  State
Park,   Elvis  Presley's  palatial  home,  Lakeland  Play-
1and,  Magevney House  (home o£ Memphis'  first school-
master),  the  Fontaine  House,  and  Beale  Street,  where
W.  C.  Handy  gave the world  a new  music  called Blues.
For  people  who  like  to  beat  their  feet  in  the  Mis-
sissippi   mud,   the   excursion   boat  Memphis   Queen   11
leaves  the  foot of Monroe for  daily  cruises  that include
stops  on  sandbars  in  mid-river.
Persons  who  like  to  fish  and  hunt  find  in  a  close
radius  of Memphis  some of the finest grounds for these
sports  in  the  nation.  At  Memphis'  front  door,  on  Mc-
Kellar  Lake,  is  boating,  sailing  and  water  skiing.  And
at  convenient  points  throughout  the  city  are  facilities
for   golf,   tennis,   archery,   bowling,   softball,   baseball,
handball,  ice  and  roller  skating,  swimming  and  horse-
back  riding.
Known far  and wide as  a  golfing city,  Metropolitan
Memphis  has  nine  public  and  11  private  golf  courses.
Colonial  Country  Club  is  the  home  of  the  Memphis  In-
vitational  Open,  which  attracts  golfdom's  greatest  for
four days  of top  tournament play  each year.
Another  sports  spectacular  in  this  area  is  the  Na-
tional   Bird   Dog   Championship,   the   World   Series   of
hunting  dog  competition,  which  is  run  over  the  cele-
brated   Ames   Plantation   at   nearby   Grand   Junction,
Tennessee,  each  February.  Professional ice hockey has
come  to  Memphis  with  the  Memphis  Wings,  an  entry
in  the  Central  Hockey  League.
These   and   other   attractions  have   in   themselves
contributed  to  Memphis'   growth.  Such  advantages  as
transportation,  low-cost  utilities,  abundant  water,  and
skilled  or  easily-trained-labor  -  coupled  with  cultural
and   recreational  facilities  -  have  teamed  up  many
times  to  attract  business  and  industry.
Memphis  has  passed  all  the  tests  for  plant  loca-
tions.   Locally-organized   and   financed   industries   and
national   firms   are   prospering   here   and   undergoing
major  expansions.  There  are  about  800  manufacturers
in Memphis  with industrial employment  exceeding 50,-
000  persons.
More  than  17,000  acres  set  aside  for  industrial  de-
velopment  include  the  960-acre  harbor  and  planned  in-
dustrial  park  on  Presidents  Island.  Across  a  channel
from   Presidents   Island  has   been   developed   a   6,800-
acre indristrial  area.  A public  river-rail-truck terminal
is  in  operation  on  the  island.
Contributing   to   Memphis'   transportation   advan-
tages   are   railroads   that   fan   out  in   every   direction.
Eight  roads  serve  25  states  from  Memphis  with  initial,
one-line,  direct  rail  service.  Express  shipments  out  of
Memphis   cover   the   entire   Southeast   and   Southwest,
and  a  large part  of the Midwest,  in  any 24-hour period.
Seven   bus   lines   and   89   motor   freight   lines   are
established   in   Memphis.   Eleven   U.S.   and   Interstate
highways   serve   Memphis,   five   of  them   crossing   the
Mississippi   over   the   Memphis-Arkansas   Bridge.   And
Memphis  is  an  important  air  hub.  Seven  air  lines  op-
erate  192  in  and  out  flights  daily.
MEMORIAL   STADIUM
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MEMPHIS   METROPOLITAN   AIRPORT
As  a  major  river port,  Memphis  is near the  center
of   the   great   Inland   Waterways   System.   More   than
nine  million  tons  of  river  cargo  are  handled  annually
by  the  Port  of  Memphis.   Four  barge  lines  serve  the
city.
As   a  wholesale  center  Memphis  is  a  distribution
headquarters  for  the  Southeast  and  Southwest  -  due
again  to  central  location  and  ideal  transportation  net-
work.
Annual  retail  sales  here  have  topped  the  959  mil-
lion  dollar   mark,   up   from  $537,541,000   in   1950.   Mem-
phis'  trade  area,  composed  of  more  than  eight  million
people  in 286 counties,  reports  retail  sales of more than
eight   billion   dollars,   and   effective   buying   income   of
more  than  12  billion.
Agriculture  in  the  region  served  by  Memphis  has
been important to Memphis  since the day it was  found-
ed.   For  in  the  rich  topsoil  of  this  vast  area   lies  the
wealth  of  the  Mid-South.
Cotton  here  is   still   king,   but   diversification   has
been   a   key  to   a   much-improved   economy  in   recent
years.  Practically  every  major  money  crop  is  grown
in  the  Memphis  trade  area,   and  corn,   alfalfa,   truck
farming,  soybeans,  rice  -  and  even  fish  farming  -
have  come  into  prominence.  In  addition,  livestock pro-
duction  and  dairying  are  major  sources  of  income  in
the  region.
It  was  Andrew  `Old  Hickory'  Jackson,  one  of  the
founders,   who  is   credited  with  naming  Memphis  for
the  Egyptian  city  of  the  same  name  on  the  Nile.  The
name  meant  "Place  o£ Good  Abode"  to  the  Egyptians,
and   the   meaning  is   the   same   for   modern  Memphis
hard  by  the  Mississippi.
Good   abode  has   won   for   Memphis   repeated   ac-
claim  in  cleanliness,  safety,  noise  abatement,  and  fire
and   crime   prevention.   If  you  hear  no   car  horns   in
Memphis,  it's  because  the  city  has  an  anti-noise  ordi-
nance making unnecessary horn honking punishable by
a   fine   of  $3.   As   to   cleanliness,   Memphis   in   1951   be-
came  the  first  city  to  win the  title  of Nation's  Cleanest
City  three  times.  In  1961,  it  became  the  first  four-time
winner  of the  title.
From  her  economic  throne  high  atop  the  Chicka-
saw Bluffs,  Memphis looks west today to the rich farm-
lands   and   scenic   mountain   ranges   of  Arkansas   .   .   .
south   to   the   fertile   Delta   farmland   and   rolling  hills
and  Gulf  Coast  of  Mississippi  .  .  .  east  and north to the
West  Tennessee  that  is  sandwiched  between  the  Ten-
nessee   and   Mississippi   Rivers   and   criss-crossed   by
highways  and  rails  as  are  few  other  areas  of  compar-
able  size.
Memphis  likes  what  it  sees.
Here  lingers  the  romance  of  the  Old  South,  And
here,  too,  is  the  New  South.
.41.
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Millington,    Tennessee,    was    a    sleepy,    average
small  country  town  a  quarter  of  a  century  ago  when
external   forces   began   shaping   it   into   the   modern,
bustling  progressive  city  it  is  today.
The   forces   which  changed   the   face   of  the   city
were  set  in  motion  by  Adolf  Hitler  in  Germany  when
he  started  World  War  11.
One  of  the  first  mobilization  projects   the  U.   S.
planned  was  the  largest  inland  Naval  training  center
in  the  world.  Two  men  played  a  key  role  in  locating
it  at  Millington:  the  late  E.  H.  Crump,  political  boss
of Shelby  County for many years,  and the late Senator
K.  D.  MCKellar.
MCKellar  was  then  one  of the  most  powerful  men
in  the  Senate.  He  was  in  on  every  stage  of  the  U.  S.
military build-up,  and  thus  knew of the  site  search for
the  big  Navy  base.  Crump  told  him:  "Let's  get  it  for
Memphis."   MCKellar,   by   virtue   of  his   commanding
position   as   chairman   of   the   Senate   Appropriations
Committee,  swung  it.
The  rest  has  been  history.  Hundreds  of  thousands
of  Naval  and  Marine  personnel  have  been  trained  in
many fields  since the base  swung into  action.  The  mili-
tary value of the base in the war effort,  and  since, has
been  so  great  as  to  defy  evaluation.
MAYOR   THOMAS   F.   HALL   (RIGHT)   OF   MILLINGTON   CON-
GRATULATES  BOBBY  G.  MAXWELL,  MANAGER  OF  MILLING-
TON    HOMES,     lNC.,    ON    THE    PROGRESSIVE    LEADERSHIP
MAXWELL,   BOTH   PERSONALLY   AND   THROUGH   HIS   COM-
PANY,   HAS   RENDERED   THE   COMMUNITY.
Eff.  $40.00  -  1   Br.  $53.00  Up
$74.75  Per  Month  Up
MILLINGTON  HOMES,  INC.
"Housing  the  Military  Since  1948'`
Furnished




ELECTRIC   HEAT -AIR   CONDITIONED
1 -2-3  BEDROOM  APARTMENTS T
EFFICIENCY  APARTMENTS  -  $40.00
8.  G.  MAXWELL,  Manclger
Certified  Property  Manager  and  Member  of  The
Institute  of  Real  Estcite  Management
$53.50 Per Month  up                  4946  Ncivy  Rd.                         Millington,  Tennessee 872-3329
MILLINGTON   POSTOFFICE,   ONE   OF   THE   NEW,   MODERN
YEARS.   A   $200,000   LIBRARY   IS   CURRENTLY   UNDER.WAY.
BUILDINGS   WHICH   HAVE   BEEN   ERECTED   IN   THE   PAST   FEW
Millington  had  a  population  of  730  in  1940.  Today
it has  a  civilian population of more than 6000,  with the
base  population   about   14,000,   making  Millington  one
of  the  few  cities  in  the  nation  which  has  more  than
twice  as  many  military  citizens  as  civilians.
One  of  the  biggest  headaches  since  the  base  was
built  was  lack  Of  housing  for  military  personnel  and
their  families.  During  the  war,  with  all  materials  di-
rected  to  the  war  effort,  nothing  could  be done.
After  the  war,  Admiral  Felix  Stump,  base  com-
mander,  contacted  a  number  of  leading  builders  over
the  U.  S.  and  asked  them  to  build  low  rent  off-base
housing  for  military  personnel.  Of  all  the  developers
contacted,  only Wallace  E.  Johnson and  James  E.  Mc-
Gehee,  both  of Memphis,  agreed  to  build.
Johnson,  who  was  just  starting  in  home  building
in  those  days,  has  since  developed  into  one  of the na-
tion's  leading  businessmen.  In  addition  to  being  presi-
dent  of  Holiday  Inns  of  America,  Inc.,  and  chairman
of the board of Medicenters of America,  Inc., he heads
67  other  corporations.
He  and  MCGehee  formed  Millington  Homes,  Inc.,
in  1947  and  began  work.  At  first  they  built  186  units,
which   included   one,   two   and   three   bedroom   apart-
ments,  houses  and  duplexes.  They  later  added  other
units  until  the  total  reached  845.  The  first  units  were
completed   in   December,   1948,   and   the   first   family
moved  in  on  January  1,  1949.
Since  then  20,000  families  of  milita.ry personnel -
some 80,000 persons -have lived in Millington Homes,
Inc.,   units.   Rent   ranges   from   $40  for   an   efficiency
apartment  to  $95  for  a  three  bedroom,  two  bath  unit.
The   entire   Millington   Homes,   Inc.,   project   cost
more  than  $4  million.  In  1960-61,  $250,000  was  spent  on
an  improvement  program,  which  included  installation
of  electric  baseboard  heating  units.
Manager  of  Millington  Homes,  Inc.,  is  Bobby  G.
Maxwell,  a  graduate of Memphis  State  University  and
a  licensed  real  estate  broker.  He  directs  a  courteous
and  efficient  office  and  maintenance  staff.
Millington  Homes,  Inc.,  is  one  of  the  progressive,
forward-looking  companies  that  has  provided  a  much
needed  service  to  Millington  and  the  Naval  base  and
played  a  vital  role  in  helping  change  it  from  a  small
town  into  the  lively,  forward  looking  city  it  is  today.
The  base,   likewise,  has  played  a  major  role  in  the
growth  of  the  city  and  its  modern  commercial  build-




ALPHABETICAL   DIRECTORY   SECTION
Bank,   Peoples   State,   S-4   ____________340
Chaplains,    S-59
Senior   Chaplain,    Staff    ________496.242
Senior  Chaplain,   NAS  __________496-242
Chaplain,    USNH    _________________309
Ciub,   Officer's,   S-89   ___________667-8323
Club,   CPO,    S-191    ______________428-357
Club,   "56'',   S-80   _________________8814
Club,    NARTU    Enlisted    Men's
N-101    __________________8130-8897
club,   Enlisted   Men's,   S-157   ____8779-8301
0ffjcers'   Mess  (Closed),  S.88  ________8332
CP0   Mess   (Closed)    ________________398
Commissary   Store,   N.91   ________573-8331
Comptroller,    S-96    ____________8308-8192
Communications   (Message  Center),
S-1     _____________________587-8268
Navy  Exchange
Navy  Exchange  Officer,  Sr79  ________453
Barber   Shop,   N.24   ______________8146
Barber   Shop,   S-1    _______________8749
Barber  Shop,  S-79  ________________683
Beauty  Shop,  S-80  ________________300
Customer   Assistance,   S-79    ________683
Laundry,   S-74   ___________________581
Optical   Shop,   S-79   _______________229
Retail   Store,   (North)   S-24   ________8146
Retail   Store,   (South)   S-79   ________8306
Retail   Stol.e,   USNH,   Bldg.   No.   6   ____294
Service  Station,  N-117  ____________8335
Service   Station,   N-341   ____________644
Tailor   Shop,   S-79   ________________291
Navy   Memphis   Federal   Credit
Union,   N-24   _____________8223-8307
Navy   Relief   Society   ____________678-8334
Personnel  Department,   S-78
Personnel    Officer    ________________679
Chief    Yeoman    ______________244-8103
Duty   Yeoman   _______________244.8212
Public  Works  Department
Public   Works   Officer.   S.236   ____367-577
Housing   Office,   S-236   ____________677
Transportation  Dispatcher
(Taxi   Service)   ______________418-289
Transportation   Officer   ____________8805
Trouble  Calls   ____________________610
Special   Services
S|}ecial   Services  Officer   _______617-8773
Bowling  Alley.   S-78   ______________8376
Gymnasium,   Gear   Issue,   N-82    ____8256
GOJf   Club   House,    N-26A   __________393
Hobby   Shop   Garage,   N.114   ______8319
Hobby   Shop,   S.60   ______________8776
Movie,    N-24    ____________________627
Master   at   Arms,   N.24   ___________8787
Picnic  Grounds  MAA,  S-192  ________8817
Swimming   Pool,   Northside
Indoor,   N-79   _________________8264
Swimming  Pool,  Officers',  S-89  ______394
Swimming   Pool,   CPO,   S-191   ______8170
Swimming   Pool,   Southside,   S-78   __8104
Riding  Stables,   Northside   __________311
Supply;   Household
Goods,   S-242    __________441-420-382
Emergency   Telephone   Numbers
11/  and   Radio  Repair  Shop,  S.79   ____229        ACCIDENTS
Western  Union,  S-79   ______________606              NAS     _______________________500-608
U.S.    Naval    Hospital    ______________435
AMBULANCE
NAS,  Active  Duty  Military  Personnel   __444
USNH,   Dependents   &  All   Otliers   ____435
MEDICAL  00D
NAS    ___________________________662
U.S.    Naval    Hospital    ______________435
00D
Marine   Aviation   Detachment   (After   1600
daily,  Sat.,  Sun.   and  holidays)   ___8318
NAMTG     ________________________270
NARTU   _________________________217
NAS     _______________________500-608
NAITC     _____________________249.628
STAFF     _________________________646
U.S.   Naval    Hospital    ______________435
REPAIFts
Maintenance,  USNH  _______________328
Public  Works  Trouble   Desk,   NAS   ____610
Telephone    Repeir    ________________223
SECURITY
NAS     ___.
USNH     __
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8789-8724
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 693
Telephone   Information
Business   Office   ____________________220
Information   ____________________223-222
Long    Distance    ____________________"0"
Memphis    Calls    ____________________"9"
Millington   Calls   ____________________"9"
Operator  ____________________"0"  or  223
Unlisted  Telephone  Numbers  __________223
YOUR     BUS     LINE
TRANSPORTS,   INC.
Offices  in  Terminal  Building:  238  Madison  Avenue
Telephone:  526-4323
DAILY   SCHEDULES
Leaving     end     of     Line
A.M.                      P.M.










Leaving    Memphis
A.M.                       P.M.
05:00                      12:OON
05:'5                  '3:00
06:00                      13:15
06:15                      14:00
SATURDAY   SCHEDULES
Leaving     end     of     Line
A.M.                          P.N\.
02:00                    '2:30
06:'5                     13:00
07:00                     13:30
07:30                      13:45
06:30              *    15:OO   A.P.        08:30                     14:00
07:00                      I 5:15
08:00                     16:00
'0:00                    17:00
18:00
I 9 : 00
20:00
2':15
Lib.      Bus22:15
*   Austin   Peoy  School   Run
09:00                      14:30
09:30                    I 5:00
'0:00                    I 5:30
10:30                      '6:00
H:OO                       16:30
11:30                          17:00
'2:00N                 '7:30
1 8 : 00
18: 30
1 9 : 00






2 4 : 0 OM i c' .
RUNNING  TIME  -MEMPHIS  TO   NAVAL  AIR  STATION
END  OF   LINE
N.A.S.   TO   MILLINGTON
leaving   Memph;i
A.M.                         P.M.
01:00                        12:30
05:00                      12:45
05:30                       13:00
06:00                       13:30
06:30                       14;00
07:30                       14:30
08:00                      15..00
08:30                        15:30
09:00                      I 6..00
09:30                       16:30
10:00                        17:00
'0:30                       17:30
'1;00                         18:00
11:30                                18:15
12:00N                      18:30
19: 00
20:00




45   Minutes
10  Minutes
05   Minutes
SUNDAY   SCHEDULES
Leaving     end     of     Line
A.N\.                        P.M.
0':00                     '3:00
06:00                      14:00
08:00                      15:00
10:00                        16:00
1':00                        17:00




2 I .. 00
2 2 : 00
23:00
23:30
24 : OOM i cl .
leaving   Memphis
A.M.                         P.M.
05:'5                     '3:00
07:00                     '4..00
09:00                     15:00
10:00                      '6:00
'';00                      17:00




21  : 00
22:00
22:30
lib.     Biis    23:00
Owl     Bus    24`00Mid.
EXTRA     BUSES
ARE    RUN    AS    NEEDED
How t® make more money by taking
a small "cut" in your pay
]Ssaxinr%aiT;ri!k:fta¥:#:a!nccu°tT£
Pta¥ttEr°sutshftmightseemlike





Remember this, too:  all  the
time your Bonds are working
for   you,   they're   helping   to
SP`14
make freedom more secure for
people  throughout  the  world.
Now   join   the   millions   of
Americans who have been tak-
];nr%ih`;Ptax#'t£:rrycehaerrs.fo#
Quick  facls  oboul
Series  E  Savings  Bonds
V   :::u:±ettyback $4 for every $3 &t
V   Jo°uunceaend itet  your  money  when
V  |¥:r,rdE:Frdosy:Eeo:e:::i* free if
v  Fie:u:,cw::.:b:u!::o!a:y:rkoY|hsraeviE:E
Buy  \  B®nds  I®r  grow.Ii-
H B®nds tor ciirren\ ine®me
Buy U.S. Savings B®nds
STAR-SPANGLED  SAVINGS  PLAN
FOR  ALL  AMERICANS
?eh#g€S:nG%:#,%i%`nd3%hn°,#P®Ty,!#`,"yisD8?pro::tino#if¥`#tThtooT#„¢en,%n%®oo'u"nb:#.
FOLD  OUT  FOR  MAP
HoiM. ES OF DISTINCTION
AT   MODERATE   COST
Bo
I ,-,-., i.                   -''   ..--. i,-,`'.-I       -'.-.i`.      t--.-,---.., ij!-
WALLACE  I.  JOHNSON.  INC
:  :  1. ,
FOLD  OUT  FOR  MAP
1
FOLD  OUT  FOR  MAP
NORTH®ATE  SHOPPING  CENTER -FRAYSER
ARLENE,§NEXT¥g5ERSpT3pp££LEGLREEN:h®Te357.3£3®Tues..wed.-io:00-5:30p.M.Em! A    UIT    ®,.,IAppliances-Automotive-SportinPHONE357-1281EC
8  Goods
Mon.   -  Thurs.   .   Fri.   .  Sat.   -  10:00  -  9:00  P.M.
DEL   FARM   FOOD   STORES NORTH®ATE     RESTAURIBEVESrmAICS$1.20-PLATELUNMltlTAF3YPERsONNEL\^/ELCO357L9128 RANT
FRIEND  0F  THE  FAMILY CHES  S.85
ME
LOWEST   PFtlcES   -   HIGHEST   QUALITY 7sO A.H. - 10 PL".
Three siste#S        „¢f#`£;'8:g;7„ 5hqinbeng'Sgr%e"#£cfty          ,t„  955Np.M.MON.-THURS.FR'..SAT.FIRST   IN   FASHIONS   -   LADIES   and   CHILDREN
_-i.i--i.,.-i.--:..i`iii-.-EEEE---i'-.i-ii;-..-i--i_i---..,-....i-.---_`:i:
AJ - ELEO"OMlo  SUPPLY  00MPAMY




5077   Navy  Road - Millingron
WHOLESALE  PARTS
RADIO  &  TV  TUBES
PICTURE   TUBES
RADIO  &  TV  PARTS
KITS &  CHASSIS
STEREO  -  TAPE  RECORDERS
DIAGRAMS  -  BOOKS
872-0058 - Open Sundays
FOLD  OUT  FOR  MAP
CLASSIFIHD      BUYING      SECTION
APAFt"ENTS
ANCHORAGE   APARTMENTS
7826  HWY.  51   -   loo  UNITS  -POOL
AIR  CONDITIONED  -  CARPETED  -  STOVE
REFRIGERATOR,  SEE   RESIDENT  AGENT
0R  CALL  -  KYLE  TAPP  &  COMPANY
2916  Park  Avenue                               Memphls 327.e4i6
RImpel's  Komer
FURNISHED  LAKESIDE  COTTAGES
6444   RALEIGH-MILLINGTON   RD.                           PH.   872-0720
APARTMENTS ,  Cont'd.
Millington   Homes,    lnc.
4946   Navy.  Road,    Millington    ______________..____872.3329
(See  our  ad   in   Editorial  Section)
Walker  Hall  Investments
3209  Austin   Peay   Hwy.,   Raleigti   __________________386-6421
(See   our   ad   this   classification)
APAFITMENTSLFURNISHED  0Ft   UNFURN]SHED
Dawn  Crest Apartments
3445   N.   Watkins,    Frayser   ______________________683-7710
(See   our  ad   this   Classification)
APARTMENTS-F`ENTALS
Carter  Apartments
3   Miles   from   Base,   Millington   __________872-4434,   872-3921
APPLIANCES
Ace  Appliance   Co.
3118   Thomas   St.,   Frayser   ______________________358-4585
(See   our   ad   this   classification)
-1-
AppLiANCEs      -       AuroMOBiLE  DEALERs-FOREIGN  CARs
APPLIANCES  ,  Cont'd.
Dixiemart
3645   Lamar  Ave.,   Memphis   ______________________363-3821
1230   N.   Watkins,   Memphis   ______________.
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Howard's   Furniture   &   Appliances
2391   Lamar,   Memphis   _______-___________.
(See   our   ad    under   Furniture)
Rhodes  -  Jennings  Furniture  Co.
Main   at   Jefferson,   Memphis   ______________
(See  our  ad  Outside  Back  Cover)
Wages  &  Son  Furniture  &  Appliances
4952    Navy    Road,    Millington    _____________
(See  our  ad   Outside  Back  Cover)
_ _ _ _ _ _ 2 78-061 1
_ _ _ _ _ _458-8083
AUTOM0BI LE  CLEAN I NG-SEAT  COVERS
\|_ /,,>     Pr?feisional
HEn+I  DEjE Auto Beauty Shop
SEAT    COVERS                     COMPLETE    Auto
-525-1381                   ,93    so:fhH°pLasJ,i::   REPAIRS  -T°P§76.442,           CLEp€#jsNHiN€ND
~-__872-3366    AU::n¥,::#aE, %#sLE:dT::REIGN  CARS
3270   Hwy.   51   S.,   Memphis  -Whitehaven   ____
APPLIANCES-NEW  AND   USED
8  &  W  Furniture
569  S.   Parkway  E.,   Memphis   ____________942-4589,  942.1045
(See  our  ad   under  Furniture-New  &   Used)
AUTOMOBILE  ACCESSORIES
P  &   R  Auto   Parts
5439   Navy    Road,    Millington    ___~~________I______872-3919
(See   our  ad   under  Automobile   Parts)
White's  Auto  Store
4808  Navy  Road,   Millington   _________~____________872-3921
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
__396-1240
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Datsun   by   Pat  Patterson
2673    Lamar,    Memphis    ________________._________452-4465
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
283   Union
JOM[§   IMPORTS,   IN[.
Authorized  Decller
Sciles  -  Service  -  Parts
Memphis 527.9321-2-
AUTOMOBILE  DEALERsi-FOF{EIGN  CARS       -AUTOMOBILE  DEALERS-NEW  AND  USED  CARS
AUTOMOBILE   DEALERS-NEW  CARS
Hull   -   Dobbs   Ford   City
2700   Poplar  at   Union   Ext.,   Memphis   __________
110  S.   3rd   Sty   Memphis   ________________  .___
(See  our   ad   Inside   Back   Cover)
_323-8363
_525-6611
Schilling  Motors,  Inc'.
987   Union   Ave.,    Memphis    ______________________272-7561
(See   our   ad   this   classification)
Bill   Speros
309    Union,    Memphis    __________________________525.0581
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
AUTOMOBILE  DEALERS-NEW  AND  USED  CARS
VANGUARD  CAR  MARKET
Ccidillacs  -  Buicks  -  Oldsmobiles
Pontiacs  -  Chevrolets
All  Makes  of  Fine  Used  Cars
4782  Navy  ltd.                                    Millington 872-0121-3-
AUTOMOBILE  DEALEFts-NEW  AND  USED  CARS       -AUTOMOBILE   PAFITS  &  SUPPLIES
RAZZ'S  AUTO  SALVAGE
WE   BUY   AUTO   WRE(K§
USED  AUTO   PARTS
T & R  WRECKER  SERVICE
\\"tR`LT"1t
872-4707                         7710   RALEl®H  -MILLIN®TON   RD. 87214881
AUTOMOBILE  DEALERS-NEW  AND  USED  CARS  ,  Cont'd.
Walker  Chevrolet  Company
832   Hwy.   51   S.,   Covington   ______________________476.9781
Shelby   County    Phone    __________________________526.2065
(See   our  ad   Inside   Front   Cover)
AUTOMOBILE   DEALEFts-USED  CAFts
Hull   -   Dobbs   Ford   City
2700   Poplar  at   Union   Ext.,   Memphis   ______________323-8363
2883   Poplar,   Memphis   __________________________323-7634
(See   our  ad   Inside   Back   Cover)
Mack's  Auto  Sales  #2
7917    Hwy.    51,    Millington    ______________~_______872-3079
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
MADISON  CADILLAC,  lNCI
Cadillac
SALES   &   SERVICE
Used   Cars
-,.i.=`-r-.`,
341   Union  Aye.                        Memphis    8Zof&? 526-8207
Owens   Motors
2220   S.   Bellevue,   Memphis________   Res.   946-9448,   942-9002
(See  oilr  ad   Inside   Front  Cover)
SHOP  THE
YELLOW    PAGES
AUTOM0BILE  DEALERS-USED  CARS ,  Cont'd
Schilling   Motors,    lnc.
987   Union   Ave,,   Memphis   _______________________272.7561
(See  our  ad  under  Automobile  Dealers-New  Cars)
Bill  Speros
309   Union,   Memphis   ___________________________525-0581
(See  our  ad  under  Automobile  Dealers-New  Cars)
AUTOMOBILE-FOREIGN   CARS-SERVICE  AND  PARTS
Datsun  by  Pat  Patterson
2673   Lamar,   Memphis  ____._____________________452-4465
(See  our  ad   under  Automobile   Dealers-Foreign   Cars)
AUTOMOBILE   INSUFIANCE
American   Service   Mutual   lns.   Co.
5429   Navy   Road   (Jetway)   Millington                                        872.0134
(See   our  ad   on   Base   Map)
AUTOMOBILE  PARTS
Mills I  Morris  Automotive
239  S.   DUDLEY  ST.,   MEMPHIS   ____________________276.3351
3092   N.   THOMAS   ST.,   MEMPHIS   _______.  ._________357-5374
4462  SuMMER  AYE.,   MEMPHIS   ____________.________682-3333
1667   HLJGENOT   AT   LAMAFt,   MEMPHIS   ______________452-6508
P  &  R  Auto  Parts
5439    Navy    Road,    Millington    ____________________872-3919
(See   oLir   ad   this   Classification)
AUTOMOBILE   PAFtTS   &   SLJPPLIES
Frayser  Auto   Parts
3154    N.   Watkins,    Frayser   ______________________358.2453
(See  our  ad   on   Base   Map)-4-
r----
AUTOMOBILE  RE,RA.IRINQ       -        ELECTRONIC  SUPPLIES
AUTOMOBILE   FtEPAIRING
"Bill"   South   Motors
7863   Hwy.   51   N.   at  Navy   Rd.,   Millington   __________872-1885
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Walker  Chevrolet  Company
832  Hwy.   51   S.,  Covington   ______________._ ,... __476c9781
Shelby  County  Phone  _______________.___.=tp.c .... 8a6.2065
(See  our  ad   Inside   FroTit  Cover)
AUTOMOBILE  SALVAGE
Razz's  Auto  Salvage
7710   Raleigh   -   Millington   Road   ______.==____ ..... 872.4707
(See  our  ad   under  Automoblle  Parts)
BANKS
First  National  Bank  of  Mempliis
5052   Navy  F`oad  at  "C"  St„   MIIllngton   Branch   __._._872-3355
2984  Austin  Peay  Hwy.,  Ralelgh  Branch  ____._...___386.7350
TIME  -   Dial   ________________________________526.5261
Courtesy  Of  First  National  Bank  of  Memphis
(See  our  ad   Inside   Back  Cover)
Peoples  State  Efank
8008   Hwy.   51   North,   Millington   __________________872.3338
•(See  our  ad  Outside  Back  Cover)
BEAUTY  SALONS
AI   Danee's   Beauty  Salon
7909    Nelson    St.,    Millington    ___________.____.____872-3379
(See   our  ad   this   Classification)
lsoAT  RENTALS
MILLER'S   BOAT   DOCK
Minnows  -  Crickets  -  Worms
Fishing &  Hunting Licenses
12   MILES   SOUTH   MEMPHIS   -HWY.   61
LAKEVIEW,  MISS.                                                                           391 -7306
BonLERs
BUILDEFts
Wallace  E.  Johnson,  Inc.
875   Rayner,   Memphis   __________________________272-2445
(See  our  ad   on   Base   Map)
BUS  LINES
Transports,   lnc.
Terminal  &  Offices  at  Terminal   Building
238   Madison   Ave.,   Memphis   ____________526-4323,   525-2224
(See  our  ad   lst  Page  Personnel  Section  for  Schedule  to  Base)
CAFES
a  &  H   Grill
719   Union   (at   Marshall)   Memphis   ________________526-9372
(See   our  ad   under   Restaurants)
CHURCHES
Messiah   Lutheran  Church
Morning  Worship   10:30  a.in.,   Sunday  School  9:15  a.in.
3743  Austin   Peay   Hwy.,   Raleigh   ______~___________386-3401
CLEANING
Loeb's  Dry  Cleaning
5068   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____________________872-4901
(See   oiir  ad   Inside   Front  Cover)
One  Hour  Martinizing  Co.
7918   "C"   St.,   Millington   __________..___________8724960
(See  our  ad   Inside   Back  Cover)
CREDIT  UNIONS
Navy  Memphis  Federal  Credit  Union
Naval   Air   Station,   Millington   ____.
(See  our  ad  Page6,)
_ _ _872-4150
DANCING
Santa  Rosa  Lounge
Hwy.   51   at   Navy   Road,   Millington   ________________872-4903
(See  our  ad  under  Lounges)
DEPARTMENT  STOFtES
J.   C.   Penney  Co.
3440   Poplar,   Memphis   ~________________________452-2193
DRIVE-lNS
Dixie   Burger   Broil
4750   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____________________872-1172
3323   N.   Watkins,    Frayser   ______________________358.3934
3635   Lamar,   Near   Dixiemart   ____________________363-3340
596  S.   Cooper  ________________________.__.____275.2164
894  S.   Highland,  at  Park  ________________________452-9452
(See  our  ad   under   F`estaurants)
ELECTRONIC  SuPPLIES
A  J  Electronics  Supply  Co.
5077  Navy  Road,   Millington   ____________.
(See   our  ad   on   Base   Map)
Millington   Electronic   Supply   Co.,   Inc.
_______872-0058
5041   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____________________872-4614
(See   our  ad   this   Classification)-S-
•Li``
i
CREDIT   UNIONS
NOT   FOR  PROFIT-NOT   FOR  CHARITY  -BUT    FOR   SERVICE
AND
THE    DEFENSE   OF   OUR   COUNTRY
IT PAYS T0  SAVE AT YOUR CREDIT UNION
COMPARE THE INTEREST  RATES  0F  THE  CREDIT
UNION  WHEN  YOU  NEED  MONEY.
CHECK  THE  FOLLOWING  FREE  SERVICES
*   LIFE    INSURANCE   ON    ALL   INSURABLE   SAVINGS  u-P   TO
$2,000.00   DOLLARS
*   LIFE   INSURANCE   ON    BALANCE  OF   ALL  INSURABLE   LOANS
*   FAMILY   FINANCIAL  COUNSELING
*   GIFTS  TO  ALL  NEW   MEMBERS
INTEREST  RATES:  1°/a  PER  MONTH  ON  THE  UNPAID  BALANCE  EXCEPT
%  OF  1°/o  ON  SHARES  COVERED  OR  NEW  CAR  LOANS
-6- |LH
EMPLoyMENT-TEMroRARy     -      FURNiTURE
J\ee%.wleg ro%  J}G.ce  ^g2?   pH239NIEL4t¥.£OR83           MEMPBH[sD|£gTscH%¥pLETE4'i`\ittoi,.,'u"i'.i."ow^|RD'"inn.a..u,'givtsiF::I::}cE:Trsc:NOR:;::FinD;:'¥h::c
RCA  &sy„Tn'gRL:P?nLceA,PgEL7ANCES                Open  Every  Night  'til  9
OWARD'S     FURNITURE     &     APPLIANCES
EMPLoyMENT-TEMroRARy
Manpower,   lnc.
76   Union   Ave.,   Memphis   _________________
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
_525-7551
F.NANCING   (SEE  ALSO  LOANS)
Seaboard   Finance  Company
39    N.    Main    St.    ______________________________JA7-7641
1965   S.   3rd   St.    ______________________________948-4522
3411   Summer   Ave.   ____________________________324-3804
149   Madison   Ave.   _____________________________527-3421
121   S.   2nd   St.   _______________________________525-0891
241   Sterick  Bldg.   ______________________________526-0476
61    N.   3rd   St.    ________________________________525.0156
(See   our   ad   under   Loans)
FLEET  RESERVE  ASScOIATloN
Fleet   F{eserve  Association   Branch  86
4644  Shelby  Dr.,   Millington   ______________________872.3702
(See  our  ad   on   Base   Map)
FLORISTS
Ramsey's
Flowers  for  All  Occasions
1235   Union   at   Bellevue,   Memphis   ________________275-1226
FLJNERAL   HOMES
Barlow  Funeral   Home
205   N.   Main  St.,  Covington   ______________________476-9675
MEMPIIIS FUNERAL HOME
1177    union    Avenue                                      278-0100                                      M®mphis,   Tenn.
FURNmuRE
Howard's   Furniture  &  Appliances
2391   Lamar,   Memphis   __________________________458.8083
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Millington   Trading   Post
5016    Na\/y    Road,    Millington    _______.____________872-3036
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Rhodes  -  Jennings   Furniture  Co.
Main    at   Jefferson,    Memphis    ____________________525-1381
(See  our  ad  Outside   Back  Cover)
Wages  &  Son   Furniture  &  Appliances
4952   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____________________872-3366
(See  our  ad  Outside  Back  Cover)
MANPOWER,inc.NEEDS
TYPISTS .nd  STEN®S f®r
TEMP®RAkY  WORK
Key   Punch   and   Calculator   Operators,
Demonstrators,   PBX,  Transcribers,
and   other   Clerical   Skil[s   Wanted
lMMEDIATELY!
YOU   PAY   NO   FEE
Work  ci  dciy  or  two
-ci  week or  longer
We  pay  you  High
Hourly  Rates
76  Union  Ave.
525-7551
LOOK   IN    THE    YELLOW    PAGES    FOR    THE    BEST    BUYS
-7-
FURNITURE-NEW  AND  USED       -       LAUNDF`lES
GIBSON                  KELVINATOR                 MOTOROLA
942-4589                                942-1045
Air  Conditioners
e & cO 9mndens
569  S.  Parkway  East
Furniture  and  Appliances
Artything  for  the  Home  at  Factorg  Prices
NEW   AND   USED   FURNITURE
NO MONEY  DOWN
We  Help  Slow  Credit
No Credit  Necessary
We  Welcome  Military  Personnel
Free  Transportation  to  and  from  Our  Store
FURNITURE-NEW  AND  USED
8  &  W  Furniture
569  S.   Parkway  E.,   Memphis   ____________942.4589,  942-1045
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
GIFTS
Mr.  C's  Jewelers
5427   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____________________872-4270
(See  our  ad  Outside  Back  Cover)
HAFiDWARE  AND  FEED
Alex's  Hardware  &  Feed  Srore
RCA   WHIRLPOOL   APPLIANCES
TELEVISION   -   FURNITURE
sroRTiNG  GoODs
6777  Stage  Rd.          Shelby  center          386-6280
HARDWARE  AND  TIRES
Dixiemart
3645   Lamar  Ave.,   Memphis   ______________________363-3821
1230   N.   Watkins,   Memphis   ______________________278-0611
(See   our   ad   under   Appliances)
HOMES
W.    L.   Jackson    Really   Co.
3534   Park  Ave„   Memphis   ______Res.   743-3879,   Ofc.   323-6362
(See   our  ad   under   Real   Estate)
HOTELS
Chisca    Plaza    Motor   Hotel
Main   &   Linden,    Memphis   ______________525-4661,   527-8866
(See   our  ad   under   Motels)
Hotel   Claridge
109    N.    Main,    Memphis    ________________________525-2511
Rip  Van   Winkle   Motel
7920   Hwy.    51    N.,    Millington    ____________________872-3361
(See   our   ad   under   Motels)
IMPORTED  CARS-NEW  AND   USED
Continental  Cars  Ltd.,   Inc.
3270   Hwy.   51   S.,   Memphis   .   Whitehaven   __________396-1240






Contine.ntal    Insurance   Underwrltors
5429  Navy  Road   (Jetway)   Mllllngton   ._ ..... I.._.__872-0134
(See  our  ad  on   Base  Map)
lNSUFtANCE-AUTOMOBILE  AND  FIRE
Shaw   Insurance  &  Loan  Co.
7015   C   St.,   MillingtonL______ ..... _..____.
(See   our   ad   this   Cla8slllcatlon)
JEWELERS
_872-0390
bott,s Jewdry  &  Hobby  Shop
A  Complete  Watch
&  Jewelry   Repair
Terms  .   No  Interest  .  No  Carrying  Charge
4998   h!avy   _Road                                 Millington                                 872-1262
(Across    f rori`    Plazo)
Lowell  G.   Hayes  &  Sons
63   S.   Main,   Memphis   _______________________~__526-2536
JEWELERS-WATCH   REPAI RING
Mr.   C's   Jewelers
5427    Na\/y    Road,    Millington    ____________________872.4270
(See  our  ad  Outside  Back  Cover)
LADIES'  WEAR
Ruth's   Fashions
5039  Navy  Road,  Millington  ______________________872.3414
(See  our  ad   under  Sportswear-Ladies')
LAUNDRIES
Loeb's   Laundry
5068    Navy    Road,    Millington    ____________________872-4901
(See  our  ad   Inside  Front  Cover)
One  Hour  Martinizing  Co.
7918   ``C"   St.,   Millington   ________________________872-4960
(See   our  ad   Inside   Back  Cover)
-8-0
•£l    ,i/   2
LOANS   (SEE   ALSO   FINANCING)
Murdoclt  Acceptance  Corp.
See  Us  For  Loans  of  Any Type
Northgate   Shopping   Center,    Frayser   ______________358.0875
Navy   Memphis   Federal  Credit  Union
Naval   Air   Station,    Millington    _____________.______872-4150
(See  our  ad  under  Credit  Unions)
Seaboard   Finance  Company
39    N.    Main    St.    ______________________________JA7-7641
1965   S.   3rd   St.    ______________________________948-4522
3411   Summer   Ave.   __________________________._324-3804
149    Madison    Ave.    ____________________________527-3421
121   S.   2nd   St.    _______________________________525.0891
241   Sterick  Bldg.   ______________________________526-0476
61    N.   3rd   St.    ________ .... ______________________525.0156
(See  our   ad   this   Classification)
Shaw  Insurance  &  Loan  Co.
_872.0390•---   _   _-',   -''''-'''0-_.. I_______________ ___________.  _  _ _ _  _
(See  our  ad  under  Insurance+Automobile  &  Fire)
LOUNGES
Santa   Rosa   Lounge
Hwy.   51   at   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____.___________872.4903
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
MACHINE  SHOPS-AUTOMOBILE
Frayser  Auto  Parts
3154  N.  Watkins,  Frayser  _____________________.__358-2453
(See  our  ad   on   Base  Map)
MEN'S  WEAFt
7015  C  St„   Millington
6Oiithmtrk   c  I  0 T H  ,  N  c
Exclusively    At
atfrefr'S
SECOND   AND   COURT                              MEMPHIS                              525.8155
MILITARY  TAILORING
MOBILE  HOME  PAFtTS
TRAILER  PARTS  COMPANY
DIST,   OF  MOBILE   HOME   PARTS  -  TRAILER  HITCHES
Coleman  I[Ieaters  &  Air  Condiriohihg
SALES  a  SERVICE
2165  Latham  st.               Memphis               948-8508
MOBILE  HOMES
Millington   Mobile  Home   Discount  Sales
6784   Hvry.   51   N.,   Millington   _____________.______872-2535
(See  our  ad  on   Base   Map)
MOTELS
Chisca  plaza  Motor  Hotel
Main   &   Linden,   Memphis   ______________525.4661,   527-8866
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Holiday  Inn  -North
Hwy.  51  N.  (4022  Thomas)  ________________._____357-3441
Memphis  Downtown  Travelodge
265   Union   Ave,,    Memphis   ______________________527-4306
Rip  Van  Winkle   Motel
7920   Hwy.   51    N.,   Millington   ____________________872-3361
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
Bugged  by bills?
Charge down to Seaboard for a loan. Seaboard ape-
chlizes in renting money to ,Navy personnel. For high
priority service, telephone for a personal (and top
secret) appointment. You'u be surprised how low your
monthly payments will be.
sEFIBOFiRD  FINFiNCE coivlpnNy
A lifecavor when you need cash
7  convenient  MEMPHIS offices:    ]49  Madison Aye.. 527-34Z1
39 N. Nlaih sI'ee.. JA 7-7641           121  S. Second sr., 525-089l
1965 S. Third st.. 948-45Z2           24l  sterick BIdg.. 526-0476
34l I silmmer Aye.. 32413804        6l  N. Third slreet. 525.0156
RLRIRE
RIP  VAN  WINKLE  MOTEL
Complete  Air  Conditioning  -  Thermostat  Heat
Telephones   in   All   Rooms
Combination  Tub  and  Shower
7920  HW.  5l  N.                    MILLINGTON,  TENN.                    872.3361
-9-
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MOTOFtcYCLES-SALES  &  RENTALS       -       RENTALS-MOTORCYCLES
BUY  A              RENT  A
SuzllKI            SllzllKI
OPPOSITE   RAILROAD   STATION
SPORTCYCLES   UNLIMITED
5116   EASLEY                                        MILLINGTON
87213456
(HANDLER    REALTY    (0.
5137  Easley  St.,  (Next to V.F.W.)  Millington,  Tenn.
§AL[§  -  IM§URAN[E -  n[NTAL§
872-3214      National  Home  Exchange      872-3214
Central   Office   Retired   Armed   Forces  Association
AROUND   THE   CLOCK   SERVICE   FOR,MILITARY   FAMILIES
ALL  TYPES  OF  PROPERTY  FOR  SALE  -  TRADE  0R  RENT
SAVE  TIME  &  MONEY  -  CHECK   OUR   LISTINGS
JOHN   WHITE,   USN   (RET.)                           NIcl<   CHANDLER,   USN   (RET.)
872-4649                           LICENSED   a   BONDED                           872-4166
Keep freedom  in  your  future  with
u.S. SAVINGS
BONDS
MOTORCYCLES-SALES  &  RENTALS
Sportcycles   Unlimited
5116   Easley   St.   (Opp.   Fi.Fi.   Station)   Millington   ______872-3456
(See   our   ad   this   Classification)
OuTBOARD  MOTOFrs
Outboa'rd  Supply  Co.,  Inc.
EVINRUDE   PARTS   DISTRIBUTOR
DISTRIBUTORS  OF   MARINE  ACCESSORIES
P.O.   Box  22245   Highland   Hgts.   Branch
4985  Summer  Ave.               MEMPHIS,  TENN.  38122               683-5211
F]HOTOGIIAPHERS
OEonGE
Wedding   Specialists   Since   1942
THE    FINEST    IN    PORTRAITS
E=,--.`
WEDDING  CASUALS
Misty  .   .   .   Symbolic
Exciting    .    .    .    Thrilling!
10            MEMPHIS,   TENN.           PH.   276-8220
POSITIONSLTEMPORARY
Manpower,  lnc.
76  Union   Ave.,   Memphis   ________________________525-7551
(See  our  ad  under  Employment-Temporary)
REAL  ESTATE
Peter Beaver Really Company
"Eager   flo   Please"
New   Homes   -   Equities   -   Rentals
Frayser   .   Raleigh   Specialists
2058  Clifton   Memphis   357-5341
'Chandler  Realty  Company
5137   Easley  St.,   Millington   ______________________872.3214
(See   our  ad   this   Classification)
W.   L.   Jackson   Realty   Co.
3534   Park  Ave.,   Memphis  ______Res.  743-3879,  Ofc.  323-6362
(See  our  ad  this   classification)
Wallace  E.   Johnson,   lnc.
875   Ray`ner,   Memphis   __________________________272.2445
(See  our  ad  on   Base  Map)
May  Really  Co.
3439  Lamar,  Memphis  __________________________363-6495
Mid-Continent  Corp.,  F{ealtors -Sam  Baker
60   N.   3rd   Sty   Memphis   __________________._.___527-1631
W00LNER  REALTY  C0
FIRST  IN  MILLINGTON
RENTALS  -  SALES  -  HOMES
MILLINGTON   -   FRAYSER   -   RALEIGH
4651   Navy   ltoad                                Millington                                872-0128
RENTALS
Millington   Homes,   lnc.
4946  Navy  Road,  Millington  ______________________872-3329
(See  our  ad   in   Editorial   Section)
Walker   Hall   Investments
3209   Austin    Peay    Hwy.,    Raleigh    ________________386-6421
(See  our  ad   under  Apartments)
RENTALS-FUF{NISHED  0F{  UNFURNISHED
Dawn   Crest  Apartments
Hwy.   51   N.   at  Frayser  BIvd.,   Frayser
(See  our  ad  under Apartments-Furnished  or  Un furnished)
RENTALS-MOTORCYCLES
Sportcycles   Unlimited
5116   Easley  St.,   (Opp.   R.R.   Station)   Millington   ______872-3456
(See  our  ad   under  Motorcycles-Sales  &  Rentals)
_683-7710
-10-
REEF-_     - .I+J[
R ENTALS-SAL ES       -      TELEVI S I ONS
DELIC.OUS      150     I]AMBURGERS
and a great Variety of toscy sandwiches,
shakes and drinks for the entire fai(niky!
CONVENIENT  LOCATIONS
4750   MAW   ROAD,   .MILLINGTON   __.________.______872-1172
3323  N.  WATI{lNS,  FRAYZEFt  _.____________________358-3934
3635  LJ`MAR,   NEAR  DIXIEMART  __________~_____.__363-3340
596  S.  COOPER  _______,_._______________________275L2164
894   S.   HIGHLAND,  AT  PARK  ______________________452-9452
RENTALsrsALEs
Chandler  Realty  Company
5137   Easley  St.,   Millington   ______________________872.3214
(See  our  ad   under   Real   Estate)
RESTAURANTS
Anchor  Cafe
7899   Hwy.   51   N.,   Millington   ____________________872-4961
a   &   H   Grill
719   Union   (At   Marshall)   Memphis                                                526-9372
(See   our  ad   this   Classification)
Dixie   Burger   Broil
4750    Navy   Road,    Millington    ____________________872-1172
3323  N.  Watkins,  Frayser  ________________________358-3934.
3635   Lamar,   Near   Dixiemart   __________~_________363-3340
596  S.   Cooper   ________________________________275-2164
894  S.   Highland,  at  Park  ________________________452.9452
(See   our  ad   this   classification)
Holiday  Inn -  North
Hwy.  51   N.   (4022  Thomas)   ______________________357-3441
Loeb's  Bar-B-Q
5068  Navy  Road,  Millington  ___________________~__872-4900
(See  our  ad   Inside  Front  Cover)
RETAIL  CENTERS
North  Gate  Shopping  Center
3100   N.  Thomas,   Frayser
(See    our   ad   on   Base   Map)
The   plaza   Shopping   Center
Navy   Road   &   Church   St.,   Millington
(See   our   ad   Inside   Back   Cover)
SAVINGS
Peoples  State  Bank
8008   Hwy.   51   N.,   Millington   ____________________872-3338
(See  our  ad  Outside  Back  Cover)
SCHOOLutlRLS'  PRIVATE
LAUSANNE  SCHOOL
DAY  AND  GIRL'S   BOARDING  SCHOOL
Day  Pre-School  -12;  Boarding  Grades  9-12
FULLY  ACCREDITED
1381  Massey  Rd.                     Memphis                     683-5233
SHOE  REPAIRING
Goin's  Shoes  &  Shoe  Repairing
7922   "C"  St.,   Millington   __.
(See  our  ad  under  Shoes-Ladies'  Men's,  Children's)
SHOES-LADIES',   MEN'S,  CHILDREN'S
Goin's  Shoes  &  Shoe  Repairing
7922  "C"  St.,   Millington  __________________..._._872.4176
(See  our  ad  this  Classification)
SHOPPING  CENTERS
Northgate  Shopping  Center
Hvy.  51,   Frayser
(See  our  ad  on  Base  Map)
The   Plaza    Shopping   Center
Navy   Road   &   Church   St.,   Millington
(See   our   ad   Inside   Back   Cover)
_872.4176
Serving Range Rider Steaks-S|'|0 -
8 AND H  GRILL
Home  of  the   Rangerider  Steak
719   union   at   Marshall   Street
Phone  JA 6-9372
MEMPHIS,   TENNESSEE
LARGE   JUMBO   SHRIMP
FAST   SERVICE
SHORT  ORDERS
''WELCOME   ABOARD"
CLOSED  ON  SUNDAY
®OIN'S SHOES & SHOE REPAIR SHOP
MEN'S  -LADIES'                                                   BOYS'  -GIRLS'
"The  Best ln  Shoe  Repairinr.
7922   "C"   ST.                        MILLINGTON                        872-4176
ie"_ed'. ?ck.
©©    SPORTSWEARrs
AITAR€L
5039  NAVY  RD. MILLINGTON                  PH.  872-3414
sroRTswEAR-LADiEs.
Ruth's  Fashions
5039    Navy   Road,    Millington    ____________._______872-3414
(See   our   ad   this   classification)
TELEVISIONS
Ace   Appliance   Co.
3118   Thomas   St.,   Frayser _____358.4585
(See   our   ad   under   Appliances)
Millington    Electronic   Supply   Co.,    lnc.
5041    Navy   Road,    Millington    ____________________872.4614
(See  our  ad   under  Electronic  Supplies)
Millington  Trading  Post
5016    Navy    Road,    Millington    ____________________872.3036
(See  our  ad  under  Furniture)
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TELEVISIONS-APPLIANCES-RENTALS      - WRECKER  SERVICE
TELEVISIONS-APPLIANCES-RENTALS
A   J   Electronics   Supply   Co.
5077  Navy  Road,   Millington  ____________.
(See   our  ad   on   Base   Map)
THEATRES
___872.0058
COMPLETE   AUTO   SERVICE   CENTER
BRAKES  -  ALIGNMENT  -   MOTOR  TUNE.UP
1035  Thomas  street                           Memphis                           525.4424
White's  Auto  Store
4808    Navy   Road,    Millington    ____________________872-3921
(See   our   ad   under  Automobile  Accessories)
TFIAILEFt  SALES
Millington  Mobile  Home  Discount  Sales
6784   Hvy.   51   N.,   Millington   ______._____.____.._872-2535
(See  our  ad   on   Base   Map)
filinlFjirhJi\Mr
Most  of  us  think  about  the  future
in   terms   of   paying   off   the   mort.
gage,   educating   the  children,   pro-
vidi%i ;jtrhe`t££:mwe::]df ntch°em;.ay it  is
today,    it'§    almost    impossible    to
#iat#:utp}::is;fd°errj::u:h:Wfnut;:etu::/,
your  country,  too.
B.Ydh§:n,.yuo.u in:::, Y;k:;  .snavi:i[
jobs.   It  grows  to  build  your  finan-
CiaAts:rheeng:hrie  time,  it  helps  Uncle
Sam   watch   over   our   peace   and
;:;?#;;iys.nd°;u8i:easys:::ms::i?8+odu?ii
be   joining   millions   of   American
families  who  are  investing  in  their
country's   future-and   you']l  prob-
abi?,sf:eLp;:I;y"yg:oati:3:uBtoLtJso"
the  Pclyroll  Plar.  where  you  work.
A    SS0   Bond   costs   $37.50,   a   $75
Bond   $56.25,   ar.d   you   can   bay
theTr. ir. instollTr.enls  for  only  a  I ow
dollars  a  pay   day.    Or   biny   therr.
°i::rttgh%t saetrvg:ey.  bank.   No  charge
keep  freedom   im  yoilr  flitllre  with
u.§.   SAVINGS   BONDS
TRANSMISSIONS
``Bill"   South   Motors
7863   Hwy.   51   N.   at   Navy   Road,   Millington   ____._._872-1885
(See  our  ad   under  Automobile  Repairing)
.Coleman  &  Taylor  Automatic  Transmission  Co.
217   Union   Ave.,   Memphis   ______________________526-7491
3237  Hwy.  51   S.,  Whitehaven  ____________________397.4469
TRANsroiITATioN
Tri::Has,' in%ff,ces  at  Terminal  Building
(s2e3e8o#daj:°fstAVpe::eM;eTspohisneT-s-e-ctj;:io-I-a:£e6a:ie23;32a:;2)224
TRUCKS-USED
Mack's  Auto  Sales  #2
7917   Hwy.    51,    Millington    ______________________872-3079
(See  our  ad  under Automobile  Dealers-Used  Cars)
VETEFtlNAFtlANS-D.V.M.
Cloverhaven  Animal  Clinic
J.  D.  Crenshaw-D.V.M.
6543   Navy   Road,   Millington   _____________________872.4335
WIGS
AI   Danee's   Beauty  Salon
7909   Nelson   St.,   Mjllington   _____________________872-3379
(See  our  ad  under  Beauty  Salons)
WRECKEFt  SERVICE
T  &   R  Wrecker  Se.rvice
7710    Raleigh,    Millihgton    Road    _____________.____872.4881
(See  our  ad  under  Automobiles-Parts)
-12-
©n€Houe`REifffiffiffi,-z",negG.
_ _ - -\ -\-\~*
}h®mogtjnnrv€H"life
1229   E.   MCLemre  Ave. 4834  Summer  Aye.
MARTINIZING LAUNDRYGLEANER§
79T8  ''C"  §T.  ±  NEXT  T®  POST  ®FFIGE
BRltstG YOUR GL®THE§ lN-WE D® THE REST!6`FRES±i  AS  A  FL®`WER







BEAUTIFULL.Y  LAUNDERED      IANDflNISHEt)
Peoples State Bank
Mi]]Ington, Tennessee
8008  Highway  5l   North                     872-3338
DRIVE IN  BRANCH                                                         Complete
Plaza   Shopping   Center   ----.-------.---.------...--........  872-0151                   Banking    Service
' ` `  NAVAL  BANKING  FACILITY
Naval  Air  Station Ext.  340 Member Federal  Deposit
Insurance  Corporation
SHOP OUR STORE  FOR
FAMotJS BRAND NAME
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES
WE   FEATURE:
MERSMAN - RCA - LANE -BRODY - BLOW-
ING  ROCK  -  INTERNATIONAL  -  JOHNSON
CARPER  -  PULLMAN  -  KROEHLER  -  FUTOR-
lAN  STRATFORD  -  F 0 G L E  -  KINGSLEY  -
THOMASVILLE  -  FURNITURE  CITY  OF  GRAND
RAPIDS -  HIBRITEN -  a A S S E T T -  DIXIE  -
BROYHILL   -   BERNHARDT   -   WIEMAN   -   ST.
JOHN'S -ALONzl -FOX -KENT COFFEE  -
HYLAN  -WILLIAMS -DREXEL -KARPEN.
-i-fi---E-if:-ife:I:=::i:I=;-iI:::_::::-:::::::i::i::_:i:_-_:::::::::::-::::::-:::--::-=i-:;_-:=::=i:




Gifts  for  Every  Occasion
o`    MONEY  ORDERS
fifio«
5427  Navy  Road
Milljngton,.Tenn.      Call:  872-4270
Open  9to  9                                                   6  Days
Owner  -  Operator
SAM  NEEDHAM
Retired  Servicemcln
